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a masterly

Christ

was the

answer to

skepticism,

it if in closer sympathy with Christ. The
new age in which we were living with its
new perplexities,
was still a repetition ofthe

past. Spring came stillas when the world
was young with the music of birds and the
brightness of flowers, and

golden
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grave

Some are struggling in the fight,
Turning on thee wistful glances—
Begging thee to hold the light!
Look! upon thy right, a brother
‘Wanders blindly from the way;
And upon thy left, a sister,
Frail and erring, turns astray;
One kind word, perchance, may save them—
Guide their wayward steps aright
;
_Canst thou, then, withhold thy counsel ?
No, but fly and hold the light!

Hark! a feeble“wail of sorrow

The question

low £100 in villages and £150 in towns, so
that at least they shall approach that sum
in each case as a minimum.
Eight hundred
ministers in the
Congregational
churches have less than £100 in villages

Not alone from heathen darkness,
‘Where the pagan bows the knee,
Worshiping his brazen image

a blind idolatry—
no blessed gospel teachings
illume the soul’s dark night,
thecry to fellow mortals,

and £150 in

Here as well, in life's broad highway,
Are benighted wanderers found ;
And if all the strong would heed them,

Lights would glimmer all around.
+ Actsof love and deeds of kindness
Then would make earth's pathway bright.
And‘there’d be no need of calling,
“Ho! thou traveler, hold the light!”
—New Orleans Advocate.

English Correspondence. + LONDON, ENGLAND, May 25, 1869,
The religious -and philanthropic societies
continue uninterruptedly their anniversary
meetings.
Exeter Hall overflows every

ik

other day, and platforms go off with reverberative eloquence like well-manned bat-teries of Armstrong guns. Next in interest
to the Baptist anniversaries come the meetings of the Congregational * Union and
the London Missionary Society. Among
Congregationalists a few years ago Binney
of Bath

John Angel James of Birmingham
-shady side of
of new men
There is Dr.
Union of last

and

were

only. sur-

would say, ‘‘on the

the hedge.” But there is no lack
of great power and influence.
Raleigh, the Chairman of the
year,whom American churches

know, and whose elaborate and classic eloquence has often charmed the mind and

moved the heart in the great congregation
on both sides of the Atlantic. There is the
Rev. R. W. Dale of Birmingham, successor

to John Angel James, and Chairman of the
Union this year. His wide, broad sympathies, his large extensive

culture, his great

knowledge of the latest forms of skepticism, and his simple faithin the gospel eminently fit him for popular influence in the

Congregational body. Then thére is Dr.
Mullers of the London Missionary Society,
the very prince of Secretaries who somehow manages to make his report the most
telling speech that is made at the missionary anniversary. There are also stars ot
somewhat lesser magnitude, but of considerable brilliancy. Enoch Mellor of Hali-

fax, a fine, genial-souled and able preacher;
Dr. Thomas of Stockwell, the editor of the
Homilist, and remarkable for a fresh,
. philosophical phraseology which, by the
way, palls, as one notes it degenerate into

most

The

plan is to

work

ministers. At present this is all that has
been done, except the passing of a resolution asking for a committee to consider the
plan and report at the autumnal meeting.
There seems to have been no other business of importance before the Union. An
irritating scene succeeded Mr. Dale’s splendid address, occasioned by the intolerable
impudence of a renegade Dissenter ycleped

“Brewin Grant” who was aggrieved,though
he ‘has been lecturing against Irish Church
disestablishment and abusing dissenters for
more

than

a twelve-month,

that his name

did not appear in the Congregational YearBook as a duly-accredited Congregational
minister!
At the dinner, Dr. Shaff spoke of the agitation in America on the Alabama question,

and especially of Mr. Sumner’s speech and
Goldwin Smith's letter. The drift of his
remarks was that too much had been made
of

the

matter,

that no

sensible

maw,

no

Christian man in America desired war with

England.
Society

But Newman Hall at the Peace

said

that an

eminent

American

clergyman had writtén to him to the effect
that unless England
settlement

of

the

offereda satisfactory
Alabama

claims,

she

might expect the thunder of Armstrong
(Dahlgren ?)guns and the rattle of minie
balls. Itis a pity that ministers of peace
say anything to provoke a warlike spirit.
But, happily, war is such a terrible thing,

and, between two such

world-dominating

people as Englishmen and their children in
the United States, wouldbe such a fearful,
earth-desolating . catastrophe,
that
one
shrinks" with

instinctive

horror

from

the

thought.
Everything that is reasonable
and fair England will do to avert war.
Lancashire bore starvation rather than fight

for the South; even our aristocracy never
did as much for the South as France did,
and never demanded that we should accept
the Emperor's proposal to assist the South ;
and only a handful of merchants and shipbuilders gave aid and comfort to the rebels and are rasponsible for the depredations
of the Alabama.
Ag to the sentimental
grievance, the tide of feeling turned in

England when the Lincoln administration
came out clear and square on the slavery
question,
You may do anything with us, short of
dragging us through the dirt and saddling
us with your debt—as Mr. Sumner, rhetori-

eally no doubt, wishes vou to do, The
Analyst, and | popularized, reform: d character of vur government is a pledge.of peace and amity beredoubtable brother, one of Sam

mere mannerisms
chester, Edie
a

towns.

the Fund through county associations and
| to distribute itto churches not directly to

Wild and pleading, “Hold the light!"

he

of a Sustentation Fund for

the promoters of the scheme. It is proposed to increase all ministerial incomes be-

Oh! in pity hold the light.

he is,

the

but a lesson of caution has been taught to

Friends, home, love are all denied her;

vives ahd

before

Union. The discussion and half-shelving
of the question in the Baptist Union have
pot discouraged the Congregationalist body,

Through the darkness, deep and long.
’Tis a timid orphan, shivering ? Neath misfortune’s withering blight;' =”

Binney

stand

| the augmentation of the salaries of Congregational ministers was considered in the

Bursts from the advancing throng;
And a little child is groping

Now

like their fathers,

same judgment seat, and pass to the same
Heaven or Hell,
Still but one sacrifice
for sin, but one spirit of regeneration, but
one Saviour was known.
The age was not
new to him. Heis the same yesterday, today, and forever. He is not weary of his
work in saving souls or baffled by the perplexities of the time. He does not despair
of mankind, Preach Christ; he will make
all things new.

Stand aside, and mark how feebly

men.

The

life of man was still brightened with old
joys, saddened with old sorrows, ennobled
by old virtues, stained with old sins. The
men of our time must descend into the

Ho! thou traveler on life’s highway
Moving carelessly along—
Pausing not to watch the shadows
Lowering o’er the mighty throng!

prominent

running streams

were still rich with purple hedther.

C—O

Jay

The

with her

sang their odd song and the mountain sides

Hold the Light.

London,

harvests.

Autumn

and De. Parker of Man-

of we

Pulpit

lick’s ten-horse-power preachers, whose
performancesin the pulpit really suggest

the bold Iagiaativoness and strong assurance of an Ezekiel, the fervor of a John the
Baptist, and the stern courage of a Luther.
No doubts, no misgivings, no hesitations
ever seem to trouble his mind.
His bold,

positive, sledge-hammer strokes of rheto-

‘tween England

and

Ameyica.

to

rivet the

:

Perhaps, if

both nations let off the steam if ‘tall talk”
and exaggerated and fiery oratory,we shall
grow calm by and by, and the Alabama’
plgims will be placed on a reasonable foot-

ing and "cheerfully met. But for "us to join
in deadly combat over such an issue would
be to condemn free institutions as a signal

But

‘the

Irish

Church

Bill

is

here ¢ any loss or
ther necessary nor
a loss for which
There is nothing’

‘destruction which is neipromotive of a good end;
there is no equivalent.”
valuable gained in these

pleasures which cannot be secured

the same

expenditure

of time

without

or means.

What recreation of body, of nerves, of mus-

cles;

what

invigoration of mind; what

16, 1869.
most

shameful

manner

of “the

of the Christian religion;

have still a House of Lords,” but it is scarce-

obtained

ly

gaming balls, in ball-rooms?

which stirs the

likely that they will be so stupid and

short-sighted

as to throw themselves di-

rectly across the popular wishes, and, in trying to save the Irish Church, prepare the
‘way for their own downfall.
~ THOMAS GOADRY.

Emigration to Kentucky.
The

the

motive

glory

which

of God,

should

actuate all, is

the up-building of his

kingdom.

:

This can be advanced here by missionaries,

teachers,

farmers,

all good men.

Is.there

such?

mechanics,

and

an open door for

Yes, ‘‘one that no man can

shut”—

even Ku Klux will not attempt to shut.
This is true, not in all parts of the south,
nor in all parts of Kentucky ; but it is true
in many places in Kentucky—Here at Berea
where one school

is half colored, the other

half white, and where our Sabbath school
and congregations are in like proportion,
we have not had a disturbance since the war
closed.
All over the state the condition of society
is more and more quiet. Men are fast realizing that slavery and rebellion is'a lost
cause, that itis best to accept the condition,

and

pursue the course that will invite in

capital and enterprise,
homogeneous people.

and

make

The fifteenth amendment

us a

will be found

exerting a still more conciliatory influence.
Mutual dependence creates mutual respect.
God reigns, and the kingdoms of this world

will yet be given to his Son.

At Berea we

need as citizens, a good carpenter, a good

cabinet maker,

a good blacksmith, and a

wagon-maker.

We

need

a manufacturer

of plows, hoes, rakes—all sorts of ‘Yankee
inventions.”
We need a
erchagt tailor,

i..e., a man who will keep ready-made
clothing and a shop for making and repairing clothing. We need a good shoemaker; also a woollen factory,

A

variety

of business might be started here to profit
such as making pumps, washing-machines,
&ec.
Your readers will ask ‘‘what facilities
have you for such work and manufacturing?” We have a growing village,in central
Kentucky,

a healthful region

loyal Congressional

We

in the

district

most

in .the state.

have near by two good saw-mills,—

reed another—with an abundance of yellow pine, poplar, and oak.» Ash and
hickory exist in less abundance not far from
this place, with plenty of bituminous stone
coal ‘within twelve miles of our village.
This day a President and Board of directors will be elected—a company organized for the construction of a good turnpike from our place to Richmond,our county seat, which is thirteen miles distant.

At

eight miles we cross the Rail-road running
to Louisville. This will give to us daily
transportation to that city, on the Ohio river. There is a strong probability that the
“Southern Railroad,” tke construction of
which is now so much agitated at Cincinnati, will run from that point, through
place, to Knoxville, Tenn.
Whether

our
this

last facility shall come or not, our college
will attract here the lovers of liberty, of
justice, temperance and righteousness. We
shall have a sympathizing, intelligent and

virtuous

community.

No

intoxicating

drinks are sold in our village or vicinity.
Our Sabbaths are as quiet and people as orderly as in a New England village. To

God be all the praise.

Je

I note in conclusion—this is a good field
for the Freewill Baptists. Most of the people in this‘ state have their convictions in
favor of immersion as the proper action of
baptism. The “Disciples” and “Regular
Baptists” are the largest denominations in
the state. These have made a public sentiment in favor -of immersion.
But in the
state are many, very many who have no
sympathy witk close communion, nor rebel
predilections yet lingering in these bodies.

There is an element here which Freewill
Baptists can reach with apparent success.
Come over and help us—come expecting
to endure hardness as good soldiers for
Jesus Christ,
JonN G. FEE.
Berea, Madison Co., Ky.

Amusements.
.

rr

—

In the review of a sermon in favor of
popular amusements the Pulpit observes:
The time has now come when we must
speak our sacred convictions, whether men
will hear or whether they will forbear, and
leave

Judge.
mon.

our

hearers

to answer

to God,

the

According .to the ethics of the ser“Noman

tw gu unywuerd,

has
or

a

rvieht

stay

fora

moment

suywhere,

or

do

anything that involvés even the shadow: of
a doubt in his mind.”

Let

us see whether

the ¢‘ shadoiv of a doubt,” can be cast

over

these amusements by the following considerations, We object to theater and opera

going, - to billiards and card-playing, and
dancing, because—
First, of the waste

involved.

:
of

time

and

money

The term ‘ waste” may signify

theaters,

isan offence

in billiard saloons, in

For the four

or six hours* devoted to one evening’s-entertainment, for the money it costs,

what

has

been gratified but the ¢“ lust of the flesh, the
lust of the eye, the pride of life,” and

the

self-skeeing worldly, spirit? Was any human being ever converted to righteousness
by hearing and seeing an opera or a play,
by gaming or dancing ? On the other hand,
many a one has been forever diverted from
the path of truth, of virtue, of honor, of life

eternal by indulgence in such amusements.
For the hundreds of thousands of dollars,
yea, millions of money expended yearly

divorce suit was predicated the other day, on
the complaint that a man neglected his wife
and went frequently to the theater with another woman.
Gaming ruins men every
day in our city, breaks their hopes, dissipates their morals, disgraces their families,
and brings them into the path of infamy.

Balls, for the most part, injure thé morals
and the health, and degrade the mind, as
every one knows who looks dispassionately
on the caperings,debaucheries, excitements,
and prolonged dissipations that attend them.
Whatever is given them is squandered, because they are neither necessary nor promotive of good ends; nor leave any equivalent. This waste is not exceptional but
inevitable. The money others get, but
they seldom use it wisely, rarely enjoy
the . proceeds of pandering to human
passion, or taking advantage of human
weakness, and would be far happier if they
were gaininga livelihood by other and legitimate and beneficent avocations. The ser~
mon complains of a want of literary culture among our better sort of people. You
will find the secret to some extent im the
fact, that their

time

is absorbed

so

much

in amusement instead of the noble recreation of private study, and commun-

ion with the authors, living and dead.
We pass on to object, again, on the
ground of the dangerous associations centering at these places of popular amusement. The sermon says; ‘‘The manage-

ment of our theaters and operas is meant to
catch the low and vulgar by this dancing of
women, for whose moral character I have
not a. word of endorsement, as T have no

sort of personal fellowship, and no
of respect for them.” Here gather the
and vulgar, who carry forward without
straint their low and gross purposes in

sort
low
rethe

presence and neighborhood of those who are
innocent.

Companionships are here

ed, full of evil influences.

form-

Drinking

any

too

public

grievous

to

hab-

be borne

evil

law of self-denial, to the eternal issues of
our present life, to the leaven that Jesus

has made known, and say that itis preferable to sacrifice temporary gratification for
the safety of others and for your own ever-

in

for it is this

in the

lasting well-being with God. =

young more

violently, perhaps, than the language oft
the plays.
We object
cause

they

to

these

ineulcate

amusements

immoral

ideas,

divert the minds of people from their spiritual welfare. Many of the plays and operas
which have the longest and most successful

runs are filled with false teachings and suggestions

Events of the Week.
“Ep

beand

respecting the -domesgtic virtues,

with inginuations and threats directed [at
religion, and with scenes calculated to in-

This, of course,

4.

and ask you to consider them ag friendly sug- :
gestions that may ‘involve the shadow of
doubt in your mind,” we present nobler
pleasures and loftier, means of recreation,
and point you especially to that divine

in

speaker, especiallya minister

stigate to deeds of crime.

upon these in our city, what benefits accrue ?
Yea, what benefits to health, morals, intellect, social reform, domestic happiness?
A

dress

dressing is conventional.” Thissentiment
is atrocious, and we only wonder the speaker wag not hissed from his place. To at
tempt to apologize fo} the outrageous attire
now so common among these stage women,

purification of heart; what strengthening
of the will and impulse to righteousness, are
at

Number

theater and opera,” and declares thay “all

through Commitiee and will shortly be sent
to the Lords. The Tories are rubbing their
hands and ejacnlating—¢“Thank Heaven we

worldliness, theological error,

state power and support but would desire

The Wloening Star,

of

of the age.

let Christ himself be preached.
Logic
would not destroy errors so well as living
Christianity and the pure doctrine of Christ.
Churches would never fear severance from

proper names of the writers,

Harris

every

same. The world
never wearied hearing about him. The
most popular recent literaturé only gave
new versions of his life. In conflict with

Aa All obituaries, accounts of revivals, and other
matter involving
facts, must be accompaied with the

and

His theme

in he would still be the

A Agents and others should he particular to give
the Post Oflices (County and State) of subscribers for
whom "they make remittancs, &c.© Remember, it is
not the names of the towns where they reside that we
want, but the names of the Post Office at which they
receive their papers,

<

of

controversies of Chris-

skepticism and to every: want

good standing in the Freewill Baptist Connexion are
authorized and requested to act as Agents in obtaining
ub iibers, and in Soliectng ry reading moneys.
gents
are
allow
Tr cent, on
moneys collected and remitted by nly
’
¥

With
‘Where
"Fer
Comes

review

grinding, and

and

The
Whitsuntide Holidays
have) furnished a brief interval of rest to our Legis-

The storm was gathering about him, but

4

2% All Ministers - (ordained and licensed)

was

recent theological discussions.

For oné y@ar, $3,00; or if paid strictly in
b

Dale,

triumph,

another generation.

-| 1ators.

iia

in

chains of 1olitical bondage in Europe
- for

The address of the Chairman of the Un-

the Editor,

TERMS.

:

to set all despots

chuckling

‘‘bated breath” and hard-nearted unbelieving faith, To this list: Dr. Hallay, Dr.
Stdughton,
Newman Hall, A. Hanndy,
G. W. Conder ‘must be added, and possibly
some others whom memory does not just

THE

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,

advance, $2,50,
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|.

——
THE

WEST POINT

i

EXAMINATIONS

commenced June 2. The examinations of
the classes were very interesting to those
versed in the mysteries and abstrusities of
military engineering, but to the majority of
unmathematical people the subject is of
course

a very

dry

one.

For

instance,

it

would give but little satisfaction to the
world at large to know why a counterscarp

is - illegitimate;
but the legitimate is in permanent works is revetted with maalways sandwiched between the * drawing” sonry ; or to'be shown the main difference
or paying casts, and he who takes the one is between a lunette and a ravelin; or evento
very likelyto have a taste of the other. And ‘have explained the singular use of curtains
here we would notice a slur of the sermon in fortifications; but these things are imupon objectors to the legitimate opera—they portant nevertheless, and without a thormust be ignorantof it, ‘or ¢¢ there must be ough knowledge of them, very few mema moral weakness in the nature of such bers of this graduating class will be able in
objectors.” The opera on the page 'is future to conduct grand campaigns, or
harmless, on the stage
it may be harmful for even to make themselves distinguished in
various reasons to those who witness the their ability to carry out the orders of
exhibition, because there is a moral weaktheir superiors. Besides going through a

ness in the nature of human beings: gener-

mere catechetical examination in the tech-

ally. We ery, “Lead us not into temptation "and if we are sincere in our prayer
we go not into its presence. It is this that
necessitates care and discipline on the
part of parents and guardians of youth.
Many a man to-day sighs because of this
moral weafness which makes him a victim
of temptation. Are our youth morally
strong by nature? Alas, they are not, and
repeated exposures to sinful, exciting scenes
and immoral ideas give them over into the
hands of the first evil opportunity! Some
have not moral weakness in certain directtions and can engage in these amusements
and not suffer wreck. Some can handle
bees with safety and others can endure
great heat. But ordinary mortals must
beware of whatever stings or burns if they
would escape poisoning and blistering. But
more than all, it is the necessary tendency .of these amuements, as they exist, to
to-preven’- serious eonsideration of the
claims of the soul and of God.

nical department of Military Engineering,

Our last objection is grounded on the
testimony of those who have known the
evils we deplore by actual experience. A
lady of my acquaintance has two sons who
are now wrecks,and she attributes their ruin
to the love of the theaters, begotten in them

at an earlier age. An old man was found
weeping on the threshold of the new Boston theater, and when asked why he wept,
he replied that he was thinking of his two

sons who had been ruined there.
girl said to my

have been to see

daughter

Humpty

A. little

last week,

¢I

Dumpty.

But

Ido not think itis any place for young gentlemen and ladies to go together, for one
of the dancers stuck her leg out straight

each member of the class discussed some

noted battle or great campaign. To. those
versed in military tactics these exercises
were of course very interesting. Many of the

students explained noted battles and campaigns to the satisfaction of even the critical Prof. Mahan, in many ca¥es the correct
and prompt answers to the rapid and difficult questions of the Prof. showed the result
of hard study and deep thought. It stands
to reason that only a few in a large class
can expect to reach the highest places as
graduates, but the history of the Alumni of
West Point is a standing proof that a man’s
order in class, however low, need nat bury
him out of sight when the stirring days of

active sérviee come.

Among

the

many

cases to prove, this might be noticed-that of
Gen. W. St Grant, who- graduated No. 21,
in his class, Gen. Philip Sheridan 34, Gen.

Wm: TF. Sherman 6. Rev. H.W. Beecher
preached the sermon to the graduating-

class, and Gen. William Tecumseh Sherman delivered the address. Nearly all the
graduates showed great proficiency in the
Spanish language, also in Mineralogy; Geology, Law and Ethics.
INDIAN DEPREDATIONS

still continue in Kansas.

They are devas-

tating the settlements on the Solomon and

Republican Rivers.

Adjutant-Gen. Moor-

house has received dispatches stating that
the Indians have been in the vicinity of

White Rock and Lake Sibley all the week,
in large numbers, killing and destroying

everything. It is reported that the Indians
cut out the hearts and tongues of the men
that. they killed, besides. scalping them and
before the audience, and she had nothing
once linked into the associations of a bill- on but thin lace.” That innocent child was otherwise horribly mutilating them. The
hearts were boiled for medicine by the
iard or card room is dragged to ruin.
shocked by the impurity of the exhibition. savages. Boiling hearts is to us a new
Statistics will prove it, and every man’s canShe said she was so ashamed she held her custom of these red savages, butit is proba- !
did observation will furnish sufficient data
head down. Her verdict was more relito warrant the statement. The associations able than that of such as hold that dressing bly one long practiced by them. Very
likely they have been in that business since
of gaming and ball rooms are all tainted
is only a, conventional matter.~ A conven- 1620—two centuries and a half ago. The
Sin in its specious or monstrous shapes
tional wer
It is both the sign and the
stalks boldly in the public assembly orlurks source of {much of the wickedness of every Indians may have been cutting out hearts
in ante-rooms and saloons. There is no age. The Sermon laments that the people and bbiling them all the way from Plymouth Rock to Fort Hays. There is quite a
time for apology now, but for plain’ and he meets know so little of books and yet
panic among the settlers in the Northearnest denunciation of the ruinous pleas- he would remedy this by introducing the
Western part of Kansas. Arizona papers
ures, enticing, dazzling,bewitching and fet- highly intellectual amusement of dancing,
give the details of a fight between a detering our youth for their endless destruc- card and billiard-playing in a legitimate
tachment of troops, under the command of
tion.
Sie
way. This is only surpassed by the sug- Col. Green, and a large body of Indians.
Again, these amusements. tend to awakgestion that ministers be supplied with sea- The Indians were surprised during the
ef and develop the evil influences in man’s son tickets to the opera as a preparation
night, surrounded and attacked at” daynature. - There are persons who attend and for duty. With what unction would they
light.”
After the fight, twenty-seven Inenjoy some of these without being roused to
preach for theaters, ef cefera—with what dians were found dead on the field ; twenty
desire any false gratification. They select
earnestness and application would the peo- more it is believed were mortally wounded.
the good and reject the bad. Dram-sellers
ple hear them—even preferring theaters Eight prisoners were taken. The locality
are known who poison whole communities,
and operas to sociables!
Oh, what a cari- is not given nor the number of troops lost.
and never take a drop themselves. They grow
cature on the pulpit and the ministry does
rich, while the people become impoverished.
TIE CUBAN REVOLUTION.
this sermon furnish!
We might multiply
There is a self-control in some natures which
Ex-Captain-General * Dulce sailed for
testimonies to any extent,
showing
the
saves from contamination and temptation.
debasing, hardening and destructive influen- Spain, June 5. The Havana journals pubMost men, however, are not so gifted, but
ces of all these amusements, which ure at first lish reports which represent that thousands
are easily fired by sinful suggestions, drawn
like water which is pure, but becomes by of the insurgents are surrendering. The
by solicitations, overcome by. temptations,
volunteers have removed the Governors oi
and need to watch against the irruption of admixture with various drugs, poisonous to Cardenas and Colon, and propose to estabappeals to their appetites and passions and mind and morals, and destructive of health lish a Triumvirate, consisting of prominent
and happiness. You
patronize them, and
and propensities, and stand aloof from the
most
of
you
do,
so
at the peril of all Spaniards, to govern the island till the
flames that scatter sparks among the comthat is most valuable in life, and priceless Home Government is settled.
bustible materials of which the heart is combeyond the present, and you encourage
THE WASHINGTON ELE€TIONS,
posed. The latent tendencies to selfishness
others to hazard the same.
which took place on June 7, resulted in the
are provoked and strengthened by the inThe church once, in its reaction from the victory of the Republicans, who carried the
fluences of worldly pleasures. It were imgrossness of a corrupt age, pounced upon city by 5,000 majority on the general ticket ;
possible to find a human being who had
been made a better man by these forms of innocent mirth and pleasure. To-day the they have also carried every ward in the
church _bids men first seek God's mercy in city, thus placing the complete control of
popular amusement recommended. But the
cases are innumerable where young per- Christ'and there be useful; and that they the City Government in their hands. The
sons have been taught to drink, to profane may be most vigorous, it says, be mer- only thing to niar the glorious result was
ry, laugh Joud and long, cultivate cheer- the unfortunate disturbance at the polls of
God's name, to abhor the . dullness of home
and business, to steal, to deceive, to become fulness, read good books of every sort and the election precints. It was caused in the
rakish and atheistic by the pleasures that style of composition, thebest music, and following manner. Several Democrats got
lectures and orations, gather for worghip out a bogus Republican ticket with the
“ind their homes in theaters, saloons and
ball rooms. You may talk of legitimate and mutual edification, and do not neglect names of the Democratic candidates printed
thereon, and tried to palm off the same'on
drama and parlor gaming and dancing, but | the body, but skate, and wrestle, and row,
and shoot, dnd play ball, and ride on horsetheaters and operas of the legitimate sort
the ignorant. When the cheat was discovstarve, and the private amusement prepares back, and with all your gettings get a gnod ered the colored people ‘became incensed,
healthy stomach, steady nerves and strong and in their anger endeavored to take the
for the excesses that characterize what is
muscles. We do not say, if you enter a Jaw into. their own hands and punish the
more open. Families can bé named which
house, or a billiard guilty parties. The .leader of the affair
have been robbed and desolated by the theater, or an opera
its are begun or established under the existing causes that radiate from these
places. In nine cases out of ten, a man,

theaters

of this city-—their

duced into them,
evil

influences

The

sermon

there

rampant

sons,

early

se-

fell a prey to the
and

active

about

these places, and are now dead or worse.
under review

epeaks

in the

saloon, or dancing circle, that you are totally depraved, that you

and ‘never can be.

are not

a Christian,

Nothing of the kind.

We offer our objections « candidly

and

seri-

ously, to these amusements as they exist,

had also madé himself obnoxious to the
colored men by reason of his having em-

ployed a large number of them to work fox
him, and having cheated them out of their
:
:
wages.
-

+

i

—

@ ommunifatioh

interpre!

only sa
revealedly

think as God thinks ; itis well to be cautious:

We have quoted the words of James, who
also quotes from Amos. The question before the church at Jerusalem, wal the reception of ‘uncircumcised believers into the
church. There was much disputing on the
point. There was a ‘high-church” party
which stack as long for circumcision as an
Episcopalian does for his Apostolic Succession, or a Regular Baptist for his close
communion, But Peter, being a Free Bap. tist, arose and related how that God had re-

without

conforming

them to these high-church notions; and
James says; ‘To this agree the words of
the prophets; as it is written, After this will
I return, and will build again the taberna-

cle of David which is fallen

down;

. . .

that the residue of men might seek after the
Lord, and al the Gentiles, upon whom my
name is called.”
:
Here, then, is a prophecy given by Amos,
and applied by James to an event which
had transpired during the lifetime of the
men then living.

i
§
4

1

i
§

Itfollows, therefore, that

the tabernacle of David is set
nota liveral throne on earth.
“lows, thatthe throne of Jesus
one, located in the heavens.

|)

!

i

conform his own

words;

up. But itis
Hence, it folis a spiritual
To this view:

“To him that

83

overcometh

will
I grant to sit with me in

i3

my

even as I also overcame

throne,

and

am set down with my Father in his throne.”
Rev. 82 21. This must have a spiritual
significance.
The overcomer sits with
Christ in ke¢s throne. Christ sits with the
Father in his throne.
Here are three
thrones, the overcomer’s, Christ's, and the
Father's; but these three are one. Christ
must be reigning now; for Paul says he
must reign unis! he hath put all enemies
under his feet;

then eometh

the end, when

he shall have delivered up the kingdom to
God, even the Father. If Christ does not
reign before he comes again, he never will
- reign at all, See 1 Cor, 15: 24—28, »
This kind of a kingdom may not conform to our ideas;

but does it not conform

to God's thoughts? We may not on all
subjects know what is God's ideal, but,
happily, ‘on this we are able to know the
mind of the Lod j for he has revealed his
ideal kingdom.
Moses and Samuel are
very explicit on this subject. According to
these authors, God

ereign having

would-be the only

sov-

his throne in the heavens.

He would choose

righteous men to execute

his will on the earth. This is as it was
when God chose a form of government for

men.

But when men bgcame corrupt they

rebelled against God, and chose a temporal
kingdom. As in the days of Samuel, so
now, there is no truer sign of spiritual de-

clension than this hankering after a temporal kingdom. But® what saith the Lord?
‘‘Hearken unto the voice of the people for
they have not rejected thee, but they have
rejected me, that I should not reign over
them. Now therefore hearken unto their
voice ; howbeit yet solemnly protest unto
them.” 1 Sam. 8: 7—9. From this it is
apparent that a temporal kingdom is not in
accordance with the Divine jdeal.
When,

in

after

years,

the

evil conse-

-”

quences of the people's rash choice became
apparent to every one,—when Israel was
divided and destroyed, and Judah was over-

powered and enslaved,—the voice of God
was heard once more amid the upbraidings of the nation’s conscience ;—‘“O Israel,
thou hast destroyed thyself; but in me is
thine hglg. Iwill be thy king; where is
any other that may. save thee in all thy
cities? and of the judges whom thou

saidst,

Give me a king and princes?

I

gave thee a king in mine anger and took
him away in my wrath.” Hos. 13: 9—11.
We conclude therefore when the world is

brought into such a condition that God's
ideal

form

be

real-

ized,

that it will not be a monarchy.

He

consented

of a government
to give a king

can

once, but

it was

in his wrath ; when he is pleased with men,
he will do nothing of the sort to them.
Neither Son of God, nor son of man,
will ever rule on earth withthe saretion of
God.
Why does the prophet, in looking down
into the gospel times speak of the ‘“‘tabernacle of David?” Why not say the temple of
Solomon shall be rebuilt? This is associted with royalty, against which God had
most solemnly protested; but the mention
of the tabernacle of David, carried the
mind of the devout child of Abraham back
to an earlier period.
.in the history of his

- 1. Interpret consistently
with his

The Resurrection.

over the gorgeous temple, with its heavy
burdens, and the rending assunder of the
tribes, consequent upon the heavy taxes oceasioned by its erection, and costly service;

‘he looked beyond the reign of corrupt

nly

en

2

shall quicken your mortal bodies.”

IS IT OF THE SOUL OR OF THE BODY ?
"An “inquirer” in the Star of May 26th

theory

Phil. 1:

23, * Who shall change our vile body that

ns.

ny

ce
doctrine

;

of Israel, to the time when the

tabernacle
was still standing, and devout
ng men worshiped him as he had

‘in the wilderness,—the taber-

treat

them

kindly;

but

tell them

tasis, and its kindred Greek verb is Aniste-

mi. These words are used to express the
raising to life of the dead body of Christ
and of the dead bodies of others. ‘ Women

plainly

God requires at your hand ;—that you will

thankfully receive suggestions, but no sub-

received their dead raised to life,” Heb. 11:

35; “Thy brother shall rise again,” John
11:23; “The third day he shall rise again,”
Matt. 20:19; also Acts 1:22,
Acts 2: 31, Mark 16: 9, Acts

Matt. 17: 9,
26: 23, John

20:9, Luke 24: 46.
The same

word Anastasts is used also

in

his glorious

then shall he sit upon the throne of his
glory.” Will he sit upon his throne before
that time ?
2
~
4. When he comes to earth again he delivers up the kingdom to God even the
Father.
1 Cor. 15:24; ¢ Then cometh
the end, when he shall have delivered up
the kingdom to “God, even the Father;
when he shall have put down
all rule and
all authority and power.”
hen he comes
to earth again he first

puts.

down

all rule,

the unjust.”

In every one of thesé

impor-

tant passages the same word is used which

is used in the other passages to express the
giving of life to dead bodies.
There is also another class of texts which
circumlocution, as for instance, Rom. 8: 11,

«He shall quicken (give life to) your mortal
bodies.” Isa. 26: 19, ¢“ Thy dead men shall
live,together with my dead body shall they

A Father’s

Letters.

No.

20.

A
The General
¢¢ Resolved,

it inconsistent

x
That this Conference regards

of our denomination,

established usages

beingon

and

did preacher,—a wonderful man; but it
will be no evidence of any superior greatness.
For there are few so weak or small, 80 igno-

rant or eccentric, that they have noadmirers.

arise, &c. It seems evident that Christ and Those, whose praise and confidence will
"his world-renowned psalms. This, then, is his apostles did use the terms in the sense of be of most value, and the best evidence of
.. the thought of God, as revealed in his giving life to dead bodies when they spoke ability, will not be forward to express their
‘high appreciation of your talents, and whe
~ Word ;—He is king, and the only king ; his of the resurrection.
they do, it will be in such a manner th
In
Inquirer's
article
it
is.
remarkable
that
throne is in the heavens; and just men,
while it may be grateful to your feelings,
not
the
least
Scripture
is
presented
on
the
the
on
in ghis name, execute his laws
rulin
1 which David had prayed and sung

which come

God,

calculated to in-

ministers to ordain a minister, or to organize a church when additional assistance can
easily be had, or when a council might be
obtained froma Q.M.”

may have

ours.

of God,

His sleep

a fallen race, enter

trusting in her

own

the

than two ofthe minH. HAROLD.

Christiansas to

work

for

the

welfare

of

souls in their neighborhood is very aston-

ishing. Dothese Christians imagine that
the whole labor of spreading the gospel devolves upon the

ministry?

mind to work ?

It would appear to be so.

Have

you no

Until there isa change in this respect, the
ministry must expect little fruit.
XIX.

A

Oth

but'tliey

:are

Froin generation to gen

3

ROhE:1

‘Ev-

discipline

of an earthly life, the losses, calamities, bereavements of our human state, or those
deeper, more subtle sorrows, the anguish of

the spirit for sin, the fears and Spprehelt.
sions which haunt it; all these are, in their
very nature, individual, and can never be
transferred.
;
the soul

must be alone.

When

we

come to pass through the valley of the shadow of death,

th

1 our friends

may

all

be gathered around us, they cannot attend
us beyond the confines of this world.
Wherever that mysterious journey may be,
we must enter upon it as solitary as though

there were no

multitude of beings

like us,

either on this, or on the other side of the
| gra ve.
And when, in the great dav, we shall stand before the Omniscient Judge, it will
be impossible for us to lose ourselves in the

was

presence

perfection?

crowd.

Much

as we are fond of laying

blame upon others here for ouf conduct, we
shall find then that we have a character of
our own fof which we are responsible ; that

all things will be sorted out aright. and we
shall

have

our

own

exact

of ac-

Piety and Work.
—

Wn

.

5

In all vegetable and animal life the relation between inward vitality and its outward manifestation, is beth-inseparableand
manifest.
;
-

One cause of failure in Christian life
arises from the tendency on the part of some
to engage in outward Christian work, while
they overlook the secret culture of the
heart. I would not say one word ‘against
zeal in Christian work; zeal is good, but
zeal with knowledge is better. Outward
activity must be based upon inward progress. Work and prayer, labor and worship, ‘go together, Itis the tendency in
certain periods of the church to place much
stress upon the outward activity of the
Christian life, and the convert

gets the im-

pression that there must be a ceaseless running hither and thither, and proclaiming

the good

news upon the house-tops; an

that is right, provided the inward progress
of the soul in holy dispositions keeps pace
with the outward work. This matter ought
to be considered carefully; there is a deep
philosophy in it. No man can have true
soul-prosperity who engages 80 constantly
in Christian work as to have no time for

heart culture by ‘means of meditation, pray-

er, and the reading of God's Word.
Healthy work springs
from the inner life
of devotion. Sensational work is a light
that burns brightly and beautifully for a
time, but soon vanishes away. Talking religion is
if it grows out of praying
and reading religion.
A community is
now and then startled by the sudden fall ofa
minister, but that fall was the result of a secret separation betweea outward work and
heart culture which had been growing for
years. ** How often has it happened . that
young persons lose in a few years the zeal
that marked earlier religious life? Why is
this? Why do those who learn to write or
to read only a little, and with difficulty,
forget and forsake the artaltogether?
Be-,
cause it was difficult; and the result was unsatisfactory.
Aad So, in the freshness of

new-born

Cliristian

love,

unsuccessful effort is
worker loses heart and

well-meant but

put forth, and the
hope; and well for

him if he do not begin to doubt the reality
of that religion which he has unhappily
learned to think of most in its aggressive

aspects on the kingdom

of evii

of himself.” Inward
piety gives
outward work, and it is extremely
vus to forego secret communion
because the hands are so full of
labor.

That

is a

process

outside

vigor to
dangerwith God
outward

which,

unless

arrested by our kind Father, will end in
spiritual death.—Rel. Herald.

What

are we coming’ to?
er

—

Every one who keeps his eyes open to
the signs of the times must be impressed
with the fearful tendencies to demoralization that are everywhere manifest. There
seems to be a general

some

relaxation «of. whole-

restraints, a deterioration

character,

a disposition

on

of manly

all sides to run

into almost every form of excess. In the
pursuit of wealth, of fashion,of pleasure, of
amusement, everywhere except in a strict
adherence to.the old time-honored principles
of Christian virtue and morality,
the intemperate spirit of the age is only too clearly
seen.

The simple

integrity,

forward, sober industry

———

measure

countability. We shall stand there as individual souls, to be tried for thé things
done here in the body.—Rel. Telescope.

the

straight-

the patient waiting for success,and the calm

content with more moderate enjoyments of

ractical, experimental, or doctrinal preach-

gone by, and in their stead there have come

ng was the

sometimes debated

best kind and most useful.

He

should not enter into the discussion of the
uestion, but he might say that in exelu-

sively doctrinal preachers he ‘had observed

»2

in one’s occupation,

life that once characterized our people,seem
to have been lost with a generation or two

been

:

In the great exigencies of our future be-

ing,

whether

“It has

The apathy onthe part of many private

similar joys,

Wath;

The sorrows that come from the

~The Rev. Mg, Spurgeon, of London, said
recently in the introduction of his sermon :

to Think of.

to his bless

n,

thoro

The soul is alone in its sorrows.

The Best Preaching.
.

consciously

ery heart knoweth its own bitterness, and a
stranger
intermeddleth not therewith.”

Oh, fearful awakening !
Early fhe next morning he repaired to

isters of the Q. M. are present and assist.

Something

like ougselves,.

long procession, come those who share £he.
same general lot in life with ourselves, and
parake of pleasures kindred to our own.
ut theirs are to be confounded with ours.
They cannot all be melted down into one
common mass, and taken as a whole; they
belong, and must forever belong, to the experience of individual hearts.
:

the boarding house where he had visited
her the day before. ‘How is Miss B,?”
said he to the servant who opened the door.
¢¢ She died last night, sir, at eleven o'clock,”
replied
the girl. He turned again to his
The proper way is to obtain a council
home.
from a Q.M., when there is a Q. M. to’obAnd so it wasall over! And where was
tain a council from, and it is not proper to she now?
Only the judgment day would
reveal. It was too late now to pray. The
ordain a minister, or to organize a church
destiny of that immortal soul was fixed.
in the bounds of any Q. M. unless the Q. M,
Oh, ye false prophets ! ye wolves in sheep's
furnishes the council.
:
clothing, who go about saying, ‘Peace,
“If-there is no Q. M., then a council may peace, where there is no peace,” deluding
be obtained anywhere, but must consist of poor gouls to. their eternal undoing!
Woe
unto you! ye who profess to’ be ambassadors
more than two or three members except on
the frontier where
ministers
cannot be of the Lord of Hosts, yet trample under
foot the blood of his Son. ¢ It shall be bethad.
ter in that day for Tyre and Sidon than for
Ordinarily no Q: M. council is justified in you."—Advance.
f
ordaining a minister, or organizing a

church ‘unless more

others

fron, Hidd

and a heart

ly conformed

broken that night by reason of the burden
weighing upon his heart. Would that lovely and amiable young ¢reature pass away
in that
fatal delusion? Would she, poor
mortal-of

troduce disorder among us ‘for one or two

My Dear SON :—You will no doubt have
your admirers, who will think they do you a
greatkindness to tell you that you area splens

was not perthitted to come.

Conference of 1859 passed

with the

was the way, for
Christ was the truth,and for exper-

| we may help 10 make

long in prayer that God would send his
Holy Spirit where his human ambassador

SHOULD A COUNCIL BE CALLED ?

the following:

three

:

Slowly, with a sore heart, the minister
returned to his home, and there he wrestled

Council.
ny
fy ——

HOW

ces of the

‘into one person,

_“The_Soul Alone: |," /

ject must be interdieted. You stand in a
calls in question an article on the Resurrec- body? 1 Cor. 15: 44, “Itis sown a natural free pulpit, with no padlock upon your
tion in the Star of May 5th.
You are to answerto God for what
body, it is raised a spiritual body,” and lips.
Inquirer says that ¢ Bro. S. E. Root
1 Cor. 15: 53,‘For this corruptible must put and how you preach. If you preach the
seems evidently to decide these questions
on” incorruption and this mortal must put gospel as understood by the F. W. Baptists, at once that he was'in the presence of lawith a great deal of confidence.” It was
your people will have no right to com- dies of the purest type. At one glance
on immortality.”
not Bro. S. E. Root, but Paul and the voice
2. If he ¢ firmly believes in the immortal- plain of the doctrine you preach. They his eye took in the arrangements of the
of inspriation, who decided with so much ity of the soul so that that cannot be dead employ. you as a F. W. Baptist minister. If room. The absolute neatness and order
confidence, that ¢¢ the natural body is rais- and has no faith in the resurrection of dead you preach another gospel. they may with that reigned around, the softly-shaded but
nd te Sooks,
ed a spiritual body”, that ¢ this corruptible bodies” will he then explain what part of propriet yeall you to an account for what you Hos glouvmily Sarkebed Wi
the pictures, es
one love
nasca
puts on incorraption, and this mortal puts the man is raised from the dead in the res- preach. You will have no right to preach ‘just within iw Hp the invalids ne
bi
on immortality,” and that ‘ these vile bod- urrection ?
any doctrine in opposition to the views of
ittle vase of violets and heliotrope on the
ies are the ones that will be fashioned like
Will Inquirer interpret these two points P thie denomination, while you are a member toilet, all told as plainly as words could have
Christ's glorious body.”
of it. Ministers of the same denomination _done, the character of the occupants. ApS. E. Root.
proaching softly to the bed whose snowy
Our inquirer desires to know how ‘‘reveare expected to speak the same things on drapery made the thought of sickness allation settles what reason mystifies,” and
every essential point of doctrine or practice. most pleasant, liis eye rested upon the
Kingdom of God at hand.
then answers his own query by saying, that
girl.
There is no bondage in this., You were lovely but wasted features of a young
.the questions,‘ How are the dead raised up,
No need to ask her malady. The brilObjections to the four propositions of . 8. not obliged to be a F. W. Baptist minister, liant beaming of the full, blue eye—the vivand with what body do they come,” are as
nor are you ohliged to remain one; but
D.C.
id flush of the cheek in strange contrast .to
perplexing as ever to many persons. Rea1. The kingdom of God is among you. while you are one, you will be expected the lily whiteness of the brow—the
8
son leaves them as mystified as before
to be conformed to the people of your choice. parency
of the delicate fingers, all 'p
Could
not
Jesus
well
say
this,
if
the
setting
without revelation to settle it.
the victim of consumption, even
up of the kingdom was yet in the future, You are to strenthen the kingdom of Christ, claimed
Inquirer asks *‘if Reason does not sanction
without the warning sound of
that hollow
not
divide
it.
R.
N.
cough. She had set out from her New
and establish revelation?” Reason corrob- as he, the annointed king, was in their
midst? They were dwelling on the territoEngland home, hoping to reach a southern
orates revelation as far as it can reach.
Promise.
ry which was to constitute a part of that
‘climate, but the disease had
her
But revelation states many facts which reathere, saying, ** Thus far shalt thou go, and
kingdom.
(The meek shall inherit the
BY
ADELAIDE
CILLEY.
son can neither vouch for, contradict, nor
no farther,”
.
RK
earth.) And the subjects of that kingdom
explain. A twelve inch rule may be perfect~
The visitor took the hand feebly held out
Not to the righteous
were there, with whom, as an embassador,
to him in welcome, and paused, overcome
ly accurate, but it is of no usein measuring
Our Jesus came,
at first by that compassion which melts the
the diameter of Jupiter or determining the he was negotiating terms gf peace, in view |
But to save sinners
human heart at the sightof youth and beauorbit of the earth. So reason may reach of the time when his royal dignity should |.
Through his dear name.
ty sinking into the tomb. Perhaps his
be declared.
twelve inches accurately but should be be" Redder than scarlet
| feelings were discerne d 3 the object of it,
2.
*¢
All
power
in
heaven
and
in
earth
is
comingly modest in dealing with the deep
for she smiled a re-assuring smilejthat seemThough our sins burn,
given unto me.” How is this power gived to say, ‘ You need not grieve for me.”
things of God.
White he can make them ;—
en,by promise or by direct conveyance ? If by
And the mother said, ** You need not hesThen to him turn.
Again Inquirer says, ‘ Many Christians
itate,
sir, to speak to my daughter. She
djrect
conveyance,
then
he
must
at
once
asbelieve firmly in the souls immortality who
If, with contrition,
knows her condition, and is fully prepared
We go to him,
have no faith in the resurrection of dead sie kingly power, and his enemies must
for her change. You have only to rejoice
‘While, with repenting,
bodies.” Neither live souls nor live bodies lick the dust. If by promise, then must he
with her that she will so soon be in heaven.”
Our eyes are dim,
* Thank God for his abounding grace,”
can be raised from the dead, and if they wait until the time appointed. Pau! says,
Heb. 10:18, * He is from henceforth expectreplied the mipjster, and then turningto
He will forgive us,
have“ no faith in the resurrection of dead
the invalid, he said, ‘* My dear young lady,
Lighten our cares;
bodies.” then they believe in the resurrec- ing until his foes be made his footstool.”
I do indeed congratulate,
you on the prosHe
will
receive
us,
Again,
Heb.
2:8,
&ec.
¢*
But.
now
we
see
not
tion of dead what——souls? Ifso how can
pect that is, I trust, before you. Do you
Hear
our
prayers.
dead souls be immortal ? If not so and they yet all things put under him.” verse 9.
go into the high and holy presence of God,
Let us then praise him
*
feeling that in yourself you are a lost sinner,
have “* no faith in the resurrection of dead Crowned with the glory and honor of
With heart and voice!
and relying on the merits of a crucified
bodies” nor dead souls, are they then Sad- tasting death for every man, but not yet
Let us adore him—
Saviour for acceptance there ?” These words
ducees believing in nd resurrection? They crowned with regal dignity over the work
were uttered slowly, with the tenderness
Let us rejoice!
of
God's
hands.
When
is
he
to
take
this
do not profess to surrender the’ doctrine of
of sympathizing love, but with the taithfulthe immortality of the soul and “it was not powerto reign? Rev. 11:15--18. When the
ness of God's ambassador. ——Fragments.
How were they received ?
so claimed, but they, are compelled to do so seventh angel sounds, the time of the dead
.The brow of the dying girl, before so
by claiming that it is the soul and not the comes that they should be judged, the saints
serene, now contracted uneasily, and the
rewarded, and those destroyed that destroy
——And they took up of the fragments
body that is raised from the dead.
!
flash on her cheek deepened, while again
the
earth.
Jesus
says,
Luke
22:18;
¢
For
that
remained
twelve
baskets
full.
It
folInquirer desires more. evidence that the
the mother spoke, this time with a haughty
sternness :
word ‘‘ Resurrection” means ‘a rising I say unto you, I will not drink of the fruit lows, therefore, that each man who carried
“You have mistaken the case, sir. Such
again.”
He is respectfully referred to of the vine, until the kingdom of God shall a crumb to his brother carried away a baskHow like Christ we language has never been addressed to my
¢ Webster’s unabridged,” and especially to come? Do his followers still drink it with et full for himself.
daughter before. She has always led a
the derivation of the term from Surgere, to the expectation thathe will drink it with giveaway one of his crumbs, and he gives
blameless and beautiful life.”
y
rise and Re, again.. The all important point \them when the kingdom ot God shall come ? tous a hundred!
The minister stood silent for a moment,
——You have a fine church, but do not his whole heart yearning over the priceless,
in Inquirer's article is his query, whether If they do, how can they believe the kingChrist and the apostles used the term *¢ res- dom already set up?” Again, 1 Cor. 15:50, say we builtit; for [ tell you the truth, the immortal soul at stake, yet trembling lest
should imperil the little remurrection” in thesense of ¢ giving life to ¢¢ Flesh and blood cannot inherit the king- Architect or carpenter who built that church 4nanthastyof word
mortal life. After lifting up his
dom
of
God.”
Then
it
follows
that
if
the
was crucified more than eighteen centuries heart in prayer, he said in clear and solemn
dead bodies. If they did, then Inquirer is
bound to use it in the same sense.
: kingdom be set up none can possess it un- before the foundation was laid.
accents, *¢ My child, I feel for your weakgive you
Do those, who ¢ have no faith in the res- til they get rid of flesh and blood.
——Nebuchadnezzar ate grass like an ox ness. I would not for the world
8. ¢ To him that overcometh will I graut until his hair was like eagles’ feathers, and needless pain, but I must tell you there is
urrection of dead bodies,” have no faith in the
only one way to come into the Holy of
to sit with me" in my throne; even asT alresurrection of the dead body of Lazarus,of
his nails like birds’ claws,and was wet with
Holies—through the blood of Christ, shed
so
overcame
and
am
sit
down
with
my
fathe son of the widow of Nain, of the daughthe dews for seven years, and all because he for us all, and offered now to you.
Lost
Where is this throne said “1” in the wrong place. What queer and guilty creatures are we all by nature,
ter of Jairus, of Dorcus,of Entychus, and of ther in his throne.”
Rev. 22:3; The throne of the looking people we should all be, if we were but the Father will pardon all who come to
the bodies of the saints which arose to be?
him in the name of his crucified Son, and
and came out of their graves after his ‘res- Lamb is to be in the New Jerusalem, on the suddenly punished for similar offenses!
will wash away our sins in his blood. May
new
earth
after
the
curseis
removed.
Rev.
urrection ? Nay, have they no faith in the
——Men may be divided into three class- his Spirit show you your necd of a Saviour,
resurrection of the dead body of Christ of 11:15; ¢ The kingdoms of this world are es, as follows :—1. Those that are bound to and help you to come.”
:
which Paul said, « If there is no resurrec- | to become the kingdoms of our Lord and succeed. 2. Those that are sure to fail.
Still the daughter's face was averted, and
tion then Christ is not raised and ye are yet his Christ;” his throne will be where his 8. Those who succeed under. favoring cir- the mother’s scarcely smothered displeasure
that you
in your sins”? When Christ said to his dis- kingdomis. Dan. 7:27; ¢ The kingdom cumstances. Most men belong to the last broke forth: “I must beg, sir,
will at once desist. I would not have askand
dominion
and
the
greatness
of
the
ciples, “Go heal the sick and raise the
class ; therefore help your brother.
ed you here, if I had known that you would
dead”—when "he sent unto John saying kingdom under the whole heaven shall be
——Some men are proud because they thus disturb my daughter's peace.” Hero
given
to
the
people
of
the
saints
of
the
¢«¢ The lepers are cleansed and the dead are
arose from obscurity, but that is the best she looked with tender anxiety at the
troubled face of her child, from which the
raised”—when he said to Martha *“ Thy Most High.” Ps. 37:34; ¢¢ They that wait place to arise from.
light and joy had so suddenly faded, &nd
on
the
Lord
will
inherit
the
land,
when
the
brother shall rise again,” did he not then
——Itis better to go to heaven from the then added, “I must insist
Dr. —, that
wicked
are
cut
off.”
2
Tim.4:1;
¢
Christ
mean to be understood to state that *‘ dead
pulpit, or even the alms-house,than to go to you will now leave her presence, that she
bodies” were and would be raised from the shall judge the quick and the dead at his hell from the halls of legislation and the may recover her peace of mind.”
appearing and his kingdom.” Matt. 25:31; palaces of the great.
*¢ As you will, madam,” said the minis:
dead ?
>
¢ When the Son of man shall come in his
ter, and then to the sick girl he added,
ANDROSCOGGIN,
The Greek noun for resurrection is Anas¢‘ Farewell—may God bless you.”
)
glory, and all the holy angels with him,
it may be fashioned liké unto

and the consequent overthrow of expresses the resurrection of the body by

em

14

J

th

had!ment
Tr ac

but we can. never pus off jour own 'charsee
of the sufferer. She was a stately (lady; of ters, 'or assume ‘to stand in’ another's steadsc 1
fine appearance and cultivated manners, The web of human influences is most our:
She expressed her
gratitude for his com- ‘ously tangled and intertwined, . but
AEN
ing so promptly, and at once invited him ‘seajshes & Su and fodipns res
where
it
belongs,
and
we
shail
be
accoung-,
to her daughter's chamber. ‘Louisa has
heard that you are here,” said she, ‘‘and able, at last, for what we, individual ieFe
The soul is alone
in its
joys Oly
wishes to see you now.”
There is no place that more clearly re- speak of common earthly joys, the hopes;
veals refinement or the want of it than a the pleasures, the »anticipationsof our. bigs
Ligher ‘and
purer
joyn”
sick room. In this “case the minister felt man state, or’ those

the following passages; Rom. 8: 11, ‘He that you must be your own judge of what

the strongest passages asserting the general
authority and power; and then delivers up
resurrection. ‘Blessed and holy is he that
the kingdom. Matt. 13:41. The first kinghath part in the first resurrection.” ¢¢ The
ly power he exercises is to gather out of
Sadducees which say there is no resurrechis kingdom all things that offend. And
tion”
¢¢ This is the first resurrection.”
Matt. 19:28, &c. ‘ When the Son of man
“ Preached through Jesus thie resurrection
shall sit inthe throne of his glory, ye also
from the dead.” ‘In the resurrection they shall sit upor. twelve thrones judging the
neither marry nor are given in marriage.”
twelve tribes of Israel.” And asthe throne
¢‘ 1 know that he shall rise in the resurrecpeople, when God, sitting in the heavens,
of God and the Lamb are both in the New
was the only king of Israel; when he was tion at the last day.” ¢“I am the resurrection Jerusalem on the new earth, the throne of
wont to come among men in the form of and the life,” ‘Thou shalt be recompensed the Lamb must of necessity be subject to
an angel,’ and, sitting with them at the at the resurrectionof the just.” ¢¢ They that the throne of God. The which I think
tent door, or under the old oak-tree, would have done good unto the resurrection of life, makes it plain how he delivers up the kingcounsél them,—show them the way to over- and they that have evil unto the resurrec- dom, and still remains king after he be‘There shall be a
throw their enemies; or with gentle hand tion of damnation.”
comes a subject.
J. W. H.
‘ead them. The inspired writer passed resurrection of the dead both of the just and

houses

:
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\

nto play a system of sharp practice, a style
of fitful and galvanic energy, a feverish
eagorriess for the sudden acquisition of

wealth and distinetionin society, and a
a tendency to dispute and
quarrel; in ex- restless and insatiable craving for new
perimental preachers a tendency to dispar- and more costly pleasures, which are as
age and judge others; whilst those who detrimentral to long life, true happiness,
had been practical had degenerated into and real dignity,as they are to the preserlegality, and the grace of God
had evapor- vation of * a conscience void of offense
ated. The very best preaching
was that ‘toward God and toward men.”—Christian

which had mostof |[Jesus Christ in it, for it Intelligencer.
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thereof, and I will set it up.”
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‘Christ is the son of David, and heir to his

the

pe

i

the tabacd

throne; but will that throne be set up
upon the earth, or in the heavens? David's
throne was on. earth; so the Materialist
concludes that Christ's throne will be
there also. But sometimes men do not
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build again the ruins
Aots, 15:16,

is fallen
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David,

far
1
. assumes, and any addi-

u

-

—
:
tional li
e thankfully recieved.” sponsibility. But you will not be the first i
The same objection may be made: to the:| choice of every one, (perhaps of any one.) —
Fatal
Delusion.
NT mam
gable, Itis far from being}
thers
may be those, who, if you haye talent, ECT
2. By giving the full measure of our in- -mpltiplication
) that four; times gd
Pair RR.
te it.ar w Ako famethia
‘fluence for the elevation of just and virtu- plain pl
he Boole years ago, a minister in the city of
ous men to all the places of honor and pow- twenty and more light no doubt would be { more exciting, -or as they will say, some- New York was summoned-to-visit a dying
thankfully received. Would it not have thing warmer, something right from the | stranger. The messenger simply designater in the gift of the people.
‘of ‘the house, and
8. By using all our power for the con- been better eitherto specify some definite, ‘heart; that will | reach the; heart. Your ed the street and n ous {ady’ was’ sojourn.
that the
explained
|
objection
or
else
to
present
some
consistent
|
best
sermons
will,
perhaps,
be
most
severversion of men from every form of vice, to
‘ing there for atime, and finding Herself nn:
.the practice of virtue, and true obedience to interpretation preferable to the one given? ly criticised. You may find some ver- expectedly near hér Bnd, desired to see a
* Finally, as Inquirer assumes to speak in prominent men in the church who will minister, Knowingmnothing more than this,
Jesus Christ, our king who now sits upon
.
:
lin
behalf
of those who have ** no faith in the want to dictate what, or when, or.how he went, without de As
his throne, and exercises
‘All power in
His name and mission being ‘announced,
Their advice may be‘| resurrection of dead bodies,” will he be so you shall preach.
heaven and &n earth.”
S. D.C.
willy
was met in the
parlor, and
come annoying, but hear them patiently, he
kind as to dotwo things. =
received by an elderly lady, the mother

—

“After this L will return ‘and build again
ernacle of

It’
B

rp

“

| it is revealed, and thereby “Mspisidg in their
hearts a hope to see it accomplished.

The Tabernacle David.
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réyal road thither.
Those

men,

who

have

strprised

the

world with the greatness and acuteress of
WEDNESDAY,

JUNE

their extraordinary powers, have attained
to their renown by the constant and per-
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severing
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.

pe addressed tothe Editor, and all letters on business
the Agent.

This'is nop on-

ly a physical but also a psychological
ethical fact which a little observation
experience will confirm.
In ethics
. psychology, it is really and obviously as

and
and
and
in-

dispensable as in physics.
~The same reason for its necessity obtains in all. Action isa
phenomenon of universal significance. It is
at the same time the means, measure and
Animate nature is every-

where full of it, nay, inanimate, also.

The

wind, the wave, the stream, germination,
growth, maturity and decomposition, solu-

tion and chrystalization,

development

change, all teach us that

stagnation is not

the law of the inanimate

forces of nature.

Wher-

becomes

and

exercise,

or

- itated for great intellectual achievements.
This ultimatum is secured partly on the principle of the acquisition of knowledge; but
more on the principle of the development
and efficiency are not of exoteric but of esoteric production— not of alien but of home

origin.
They are plants of indigenous
growth which demand, nevertheless, carerather

otic derivation, which must be nourished
and trained into virility and potency. If

what

does

it argue?

business

men,”

instead

of

they are placed,

and

as apparent in after life as a bodily deformty. Education makes no extraneous donation to the mind to enlarge and qualify it
for its work ; but it draws out, expands.and

the peculiar business in which they are
engaged almost preclude the possibility of
carrying out the Saviour’s directions in this
respect—when they say that they must live,
and that in order to this, they must yield to

strengthens what already has

these

existence

circumstances—

that .they

are

sur-

rounded by sharp men, able competitors,
who will condescend to any measures for
success, does it not plainly say that they
thinking.
The whole secret isin a nutshell, | dare not take Christ's word for their living ?
The first condition is exerciseythe second is Does it not say that he who said, ‘ Seek
EXERCISE, the third is EXERCISE.
He | first the kingdom of God and hisrighteous-

within, ay the exercise of itsown faculties
in harmony withits own laws of progress.
We learn to think and produce thought by

[ ness, and all these things shall be added
presented, to use the talents conferred upon unto you,” really knew but little of the conevery - opportunity

him will soon find them doubling in num- dition in which you would be placed or of
ber and'power. The progress and the at- the selfishness of the nineteenth century.
Does it not say that the opinion of him
tainments depend oh the discipline, the ex{ who declared that the God, who feeds the
ercéise.
The same principle may be verified in sparrows and clothes the lilies will much
ethics.. The ground of moral obligation is more feed and clothe those who love him,
within. ‘We are bound to do what is right cannot be relied on? Does it nor say that one
and to avoid what is wrong, not so. much cantake care of himself outside of the commands of God, better than God can take
on account of the fitness, the reasonableness,
the truth,the expedieney or the utility,of the care of him in obedience?
If one is in a business that cannot be
right act, as on the account of its being the
transacted
on this rule the sooner he gets
will of God,and not so much on account of its
being the will of God as on account of the out of it the better. Better deal honestly,
apprehension of that will, or on account of and trust in God for the results. Do not
the sense of our obligation to obey it found misrepresent in buying nor selling. Do not
within us. There isalaw of rightness im- in any case convey a false impuession in repressed upon the soul which takes away all gard to the value or qualify of an aticle,
whether

If the heathen

you

purchase

or

dispose

of it.

¢ are a law unto themselves” and ‘“ without Gains obtained in that way will corrode the
excuse” beeanse it is “written in their heart. Do not ask a higher profit than you
hearts, their conscience also bearing wit- would be willing to pay, if you were in the
ness,” what reason can we give for disre- | place of the buyer. Do you say that you
garding that law when it is illuminated by could not live on such little profits ? Theh
the rays of divine revelation, bringing to you are selfish, and not willing to pay othview more clearly the will of God for us to ers a living profit, not willing to do as
| you would be done by.
appreciate and obey ?
The clearness of perception with which | Do not contract 2 debt unless you are
we apprehend our duty depends very much morally certain that you can pay it without
on the alactify and promptness with which disappointment to the creditor. If by miswe have been accustomed to attend to it. fortunes, or from any cause, you cannot pay
He

who exercises himself in doing

right— | your debts, do

in recognizing his obligation every day and
“in discharging
his duty every day boldly
"aid implicitly, will find himself rapidly improving. His advancement will be very
much in proportion to- his obedience.
If
faithful his sense of right becomés clear
and discriminating and his conduct judicious
and upright.
On the other hand he who exercises himself in wrong doing will discover a gradual

and woful

deterioration of: morals,

The

stains of sin will soon become so dark that
““ no fulier on earth can white
them.”
As

well mighta man expect to succeed in at. tempting to obliterate the spots of the leop2nd as for him,who excuses

himself in sin,

to expect to succeed in washing out its
stains.
Nothing but the blood of Christ

which cleanseth from all sin is adequate to
the accomplishment of this work.
It is by exercise that we practice the prin.oiples and precepts of truth which we. em-

brace.

To exercise one’s self in godliness

is to practise godliness.

So it is with any

principle or tenet belonging to physiology,
‘metaphysics, or religion. Then if ‘¢ practice
makes perfect,” we may readily discover
the necessity of exercise.

Physical weakness and mental imbecility

are alike the result of indolence and inactiv-

iy

mo

+

The muscles unused to exercise be-

aseleaslt.
Bo

50 the mind unimployed be-

erate 8nd

vapid.

r starting from the mountain's

not secure

for

the

use

of

{ your family any portion of your property.
| It is dishonest. Pay as good a percentagk as
| possible. Let Christians come up to this rule
{ and religion will mean something. —a.K M1.

: i

would stand on the mountof science must
is

:

F. Baptists at the South.

|

the

Printing

Establishment, whose annual

matter, is likely, in time to come,to fail us.

This deficiency must be made up by the
churches, or the usual appropriations to students must be curtailéd at, once;to the hopediscouragement

of some

as least, who

have been manfully struggling to prepare
themselves for the good work.

New

Hillsdale,

and

our institu-

tions in New York, unaccompanied nearly
‘or quite with contributions from the churches
as the slender receipts in the Sta» will show.
We frankly tell the managers of these institations, who éndorse their papers, and the

brethren in’ < the regions routd
that

unless

an

encouraging

to

cut down, commencing with the present
term, if indeed we are not even compelled
to commence deelining new applications
altogether. The state of the funds exclu-

without

some of

of late in complaining of the fewness of
students’ in the theological school. How
can these complaints be reconciled with the
that

even

that few

must be

reduced

for the want of a little pecuniary aid ?
We are receiving the usual number of
applications for admittance to the school for

We have heard of F. Baptis: associations,
in North Carolina, Florida, Georgia, and
Alabama, and now hear of churches in Loui-

refunding

©

by

that

is,

a council.

a

Ly

ERR

streets of the capital of Madagascar, follow-

forms us that humbly,

This

Hampshire Y. M.

them

of

duty,

first converting them

and

then bringing

them in to be shepherds of Christ's flock.

Inregard to the objection that Lewiston
is not central enough

to locate the

school,

it is sufficient to say that we have at Bangor young men from Indiana, Wisconsin,

like one of her

sub-

Judd.

lous times. The

of the church, though not a resident of the
piace, and, by his cordial invitation preach-

They bad both learned the gospel in troub-

|

it is still

Queen first heard of Christ

from a man afterward burned for his faith.
The prime minister received his first copy
Seriptures from one of the last of the
{ “of the
|

|

martyrs, and hid itin

an

enclosure

where

an occasion of inter- | Zion there is reason to believe that the 20,000

Having dispensed

with most of |

the business meetings of the Benevolent
Societies, there ig less pressure and hurry |
than formerly, the members of the Confer- |
ence are more generally in their seats, the
meetings for worship present a better appearance, work on Committees does not so
much crowa out devotion, the sermon is delivered to a fuller and quieter audience,
there is a better opportunity for making
Christian
acquaintance
and
promoting
Christian fellowship, less weariness of the
flesh and more exhilaration of spirit are
true objects

of the gath-

the route, I took occasion so to do.

jects, she has applied to one of the native
pastors for baptism. She has come with
her prime minister to tell the story of her
Christian faith, and to seek for instruction.

|

added

last year

fraction of those who

are but a small

will this year

ask for

a purer religion.

Passed Saturday night and Sabbath day
at Exeter where I enjoyed the hospitalities
of the widow and son of the late Dea.

Here I also met Bro. Meaker, pastor

ed Sabbath A. M.
attentive listeners,
esting occasion with
ting the death our

.

to a congregation of
and enjoyed an interthe brethren celebrarisen Redeemer. Bro.

M. preachés to this church one-half of the
time, for a

small compensation,

at Burlington Flats, where
in the carriage

ly

supports

business,

himself

but resides

heis engaged

by which

and

his

he main.

interesting

family. The church at E. is not strong,
but from appearances Sabbath day I judged that with more heart and work they may
enjoy a comfortable prosperity.
Hope the
brethren will allow no personal matters to
harm the spiritual interests of the church.
Monday drove to Burlington Flats. Here

attain- , we have a church and a respectable house
trying of worship pleasantly located, but, at prescircumstances—to act deliberately and with ent, they have neither pastor not pregching
tenacity of purpose in any emergency. Such This is sad enough!
What is the matter?
self-control is a sure harbinger of success. I learned that the community were ready
To this perhaps more than anything else to assist in sustaining a minister, if the
was General Grant indebted.
However church would secure one. Hope the brethsuddenly he found himself in the midst of ren will rally and not suffer their house
whizzing shot and shell, it did not seem to where so much good has been done, to redisturb his equilibrium. He could act de- main long closed. Take courage, brethren,
- —KEEPING CooL, Itis a great
ment to be able so keep ceol under

school, will #ct accordingly.

feeble health,

This

church is comparatively

er

with

others who

the namé of Christ

propose-to enter the

Let them in

venture on the

assur-

ance we give them, thata denomination
that annually, cheerfully, and wisely, is expending its thousands, as it ought to do, to
sustain its missionaries in India, will rot
leave in neglect, for the want of its fifties,

thirty young men at home, who are preparing themselves for the same or similar
work,

and

from

whose

future

labors

we

into

the

have aright to expect that thousands of
precious souls will be brought
kingdom of Christ.

Now let brethren whom God has prosper-

N.H.

treasurer, Rev.

We

S. Curtis,

Concord,

do not ask a single pastor,

struggling along on a moderate salary to
pay, or be responsible for a single penny;
but we do ask all pastors in the love of

The

Pastoral
mp

-

chosen

pastor

of a church retain his pastoral relation after the expiration of the time for which he
was engaged to preach to the church if he
does not resign or is not dismissed P”

the

a year, no more, no less, and

simply

acts

as pastor, when the time expires he will of

course be -done.

He

was

simply

an invitation, it got one at last, of sucha

ment.

sort as to prove that it might have been
spoken to earlier, gone farther and fared

professor as he stood

worse. The church and community certainly know how to entertaln strangers, and
the pastor, Bro. Erskine, gave evidence

acting

The cool bearing

of the venerable

that

threatened

to become

chronic,

were

settled without a division in the final vote,

Measures were

adopted with

a view

of

subside, the clear, even

tones

or his voice

Denial Wows aud Nos,

giving added life to our feeble churches.
Three sermons were preached each day to
large and interested audiences, while the

were

held

elsewhere.

The prayer-meetings had life and fervor.
Hearts were touched and melted and unified. Veteran soldiers of the cross were
there, recalling the struggles and triumphs
of other days, and looking trustfully for
ward to the final victory ; the strong men of
to-day were seen cheerfully bending their

we ‘spent

the

night.

strong and rich,

capable of doing much for God and the
cause. Bro. C. has been their pastor for
some ten years, and with ability, has preached the word and broken to them the bread
of life, yet for the want of a parsonage,
seems obligedto resitle some three miles
from his pulpit. This is very bad ecouomy. Hope the brethren will see the pro-

priety of building a parsonage at once,
and do’ away that great inconvenience.
They would be much benefited by it.
From

C:

rode

to

Sherburne

and

called

in an easy attitude, upon the pastor of the Sherburne church,Rev.
still holding the kuob of the jar in his hand, | A.
M. Richardson, who, with his better half,
quieted the apprehensions of the audience, . seemed comfortable and happy,—satisfied
and, as soon asthe commotion began to with his field and work and support.

that he could look after an hundred things, were heard saying; ¢ This illustrates someforget none of them, and keep his good na- thing that I was going to speak of by-and| ture unrafiled.
by. A little oxygen was accidently mixed
The business transacted was abundant with the hydrogen, and cansed the exploin quantity, and was disposed of with gen- sion. Ithasburned my hand a little; but
eral harnlony. Father Woodman presided that's no matter. We will now try another
with the vivacity, skill and good judgment Jar, which I presume we shall find pure.’ ”
of twenty years ago. Some old difficulties,

business sessions

Relation.

—

‘“ Does one who has been

explaining the properties of hydrogen, and
was proceeding to illustrate its combustible
out much regard to denominational lines, properties by an experiment. After statkept open doors and hearts, and met dele- ing that, on a lighted candle being applied
gates and visitors with a warm, cordial, un- to it, it would burn quietly with a bluish
mistakable hospitality that made their wel- flame, he raised by its knob a glass receivcome a joy and a glory. They promptly er whieh he supposed was filled with the
and generously disposed of the crowd that gas and applied the candle. There was a
came to them, and stood ready to give a violent explosiof ; the glass flew in splintgreeting to half as many more. Measured ers about the lecture-room ; the ladies preswith terror, and the students
by numbers, Meredith is not a great town ; ent screamed.
measured by the generosity of its people, it rose from their seats, startled by the shock,
showed itself as eminent in qualities as and uncertain whether some of the other
it is beautiful for situation. If the Y. M. powerful agents in the laboratory might not
seemed to wait long and beg earnestly for be called into destructive activity in a mo-

I have

read with no

discussion

which

has

This people, though they have no parsonage,

and

their

church stands out of the

village on a hill, are

doing

nobly

by

way

of supporting their minister.

My drive next took me to the Lebanon
and Smyrna church, Bro. J. M. Barr, pastor.
This is one of the three churches, not of
Asia, but of the Chenango Union Q. M.

situated among the hills of Chenango Co.—
emphaticdlly a country church. Bro, Barr
does not at present enjoy good health, but
works on with the health he has, suffering

privations and laboring under many em-

Theological School.

barrassments.

little interest

the

been

on

carried

through the Siar in regard to the location
of the Theological School. Ample as that
discussion has been, one important idea has

been lost sight of, even by those who most
strongly favor its going to Lewiston, above

His house of worship ought

to have been given to the bats and moles,
or put to some other use, long ago, and a
new one put in its place or in some better
place, and he furnished with a better res-

idence,

He is abundantly worthy

The brethren

are

making

some

of it.

effort to

improve their meeting-house. Hope they
will not abandon it, but heartily unite and
put up a new and comfortable edifice. They
cannot. expect much prosperity until they

and beyond the idea of ‘the literary
and young and atmosphere which would be engenderhopeful men’ earnestly renewed their vows ed by the proximity of two institutions. arise and build.
*
to Chrisf and his cause. God was devoutly Superior ‘to the fact that the bringing of
Wednesday found me in the
shoulders to the burdens,

the two schools together would afford an

pleasant

village of Fabius, my home and field of
and his grace earnestly
sought for the work opportunity to many Theological students labor for a time. Our people here are
of the future. There was a large blessing to make up some of their past deficiences, building a new And beautiful church which
rises the

thanked for all the

reql

gains

of the past,

thought that the presence of the’
Theological school would be a standing I am sorry to find not quite ready for dedication.
and congtant appeal to the Christian young
The thought whichihas pressed me most,
men

of the

college to go and

everlasting gospel,

preach the

perhaps, while enjoying those pleasant visits with

the

brethren,

has

been

that

our

«

ep
oh ETHER

* Only about thirty years ago the - first
Christian martyr was led through the

they

willhpld pastor and not officially so. The pastor's in the exercises at the meeting ;—may 2
be divided on the question, a few
fast to the money power and keep the office contemplates a relation ore formal still larger blessing follow it.
‘Managers of the railroads and of the lines
houses ; others will hold to conscience afla and permanent and should he dissblved as
be turned out, without a roof’ to cover formally as it was made, and by the same of steamers over the lake generally farpower that made it. If the church formal- nished tickets at half fare, and thus showed
them.
A

a

of martyrs,
the seed of the church.”

it shall

in which

’

My

the

remind

with
is in

In the mean time their meeting-

too poor to refund the money, as ‘of course
they will, they will lose their houdes. It

and

stake to mike proselytes. Paganism has
often resorted to similar means to overthrow Christianity only to find the ** blood

constantly

lumbus church, Rev. 8. S. Cady,
whom and his excellent wife, who

The above question, presented by a correspondent, implies a very loose state of
houses are deeded tothe Amerifan Mission- things which ought to be severely cenary Association, and if they find
thesitselvos: sured. Ifa mar is engaged to preach for
change, they can retract, by

money.

church re-

imprisonment

would

and the whole atmosphere would be filled
with voices which they could but heed.
Such would be some of the influences
brought to bear upon the Christian students
of the college to say nothing of the moral
force exerted upon the other young men,

80, till what is threatened, becomes a real- er was like a constant smile of kg
ity. We hope all such applicants, togeth- The people of Meredith generally, wi

Another Freewill Baptist church in Algiers

six months probation for trial and reflection.
If within that period they repent of the

were settled,

realized, and the

siana. Bro. M. Satchell, of the Baptist Free
Christ and the souls of men, to set in one
Mission ‘Society, reports to the American
Baptist how Bro. M. Healy of the American word the claims of this cause before their
Missionary Association created several color- people, and afford them an opportunity of
ed Congregational churchesin that state. In giving. That is sufficient, all the rest is
New Orleans a Freewill Baptist church was sectire. ‘We speak in ‘the full knowledge
‘of whatwe are uttering, when we say, we
divided, and a part were induced by money
know the means ‘will be forth coming.
considerations, to take the name *‘ CongreOur duty is done. Only this besides regationalists.” Whether they accepted infant-+2
mains; Viz: our daily prayer that this humsprinkling with the name, is not reported.
ble plea may not be in vain. Amen,—J. ¥.

was proselyted in the same way; and an
other in Gretina. "We are informed that
the conditions of these changes are, that
the American Missionary Association aids
them to a few hundred dollars each towards
finishing their houses of worship, allowing

torture,

ical school would cry out to such young
men, the sight of Professors and students

the coming year, and® these from several | ering are more largely and. certainly se- liberately. We have a good illustration of and work while _ the day lasts,—it will soon
this principle in the following incident of Re night when the work of life will be
who have in contemplation the’ full course. cured.
done.
;
We have encouraged them to expect the
Many things combined in rendering the the late Prof. Silliman :
usual assistance and shall continue to do late session an agreeable one. The weath‘In one of his lectures Mr. Silliman was
I next called upon the pastor of the Co-

to the

—

way

the state.

its present members will have to retire from
the school in grief and discouragement, as
others have already done.
Writers in the Star have not been chary

fact,

to

est to most of our churches and brethren in hedrers

the same

prompt relief

is dissolved

festival ; but

sively devoted to the theological students
results, and

sortéd

the former Queen kept her fighting bulls,
The New Hampshire Yearly Meeting | On February 21st, both the Queen and the
was held last week at Meredith Village. | prime minister were baptized by AndriamIt was a good session, both absolutely and belo. - Her subjeets by-thousands are seek+{
comparatively. = Since putting its exercises | ing’ instruction. Madagascar is not yet a
into the middle of the week, the old Sun-| Christian country, millions are yet heathens ;
day crowds no longer appear at this annual | but, with such a * nursing mother” to the

tions which are at best inadequate, will be

Hampton, threaten also

whenever the relation

—

this appeal comes back to us ia three or four
weeks from this. date, the usual appropria-

at New

were compelled to

Itell youthe very walls of a Theolog-

authority, by force, the Romish

ministers

be done in the. same

New

about,”

response

calling, and when they

associate with those who were making the

false idea that uniformity of faith was to be
secured by compulsion, or conformity to

and

is as it should be. The sacred relation
of pastor and people isnot a tritling matter;
|
:
ral
it should be more permanent than a mere]
bargain for labor. We hope a brighter day
is already dawning upon us.

applications .are coming in from

Bates, Lapham,

our

z

of duty while living right in the shadow
of an institution where young men were
being fitted for the dutiés of such a sacred

ed by the jeers of a hooting crowd. A Panor churches have that protection and safe- gan queen coming to the throne, inaugura- Illinois, and Oregon, while at the same
guard in the pastoral relations which they ted a period of bitter persecution in which" time the Congregationalists have five schools
ought to have. There is a want of system many of high rank and position in the pre- west of here, in no respect inferior to the
‘one at Bangor.
* STOCK,”
which is mischievous. . The connection is
vious government, were compelled to reformed and broken informally and sudden- cant their faith or surrender their lives.
ly, so that there is no security for a single Last year at the coronation of the new
Central New York.
day. We knew a minister who preached
Queen of that island, which contains five
as usual on the Sabbath and at the close of
MY DRIVE FROM AMES TO FABIUS AND
and a half millions of population, and an
the services gave notice that his pastorate
area larger than England and Ireland and
VISIT AMONG THE CHURCHES.
was closed and the church were obliged to France combined, in the presence of 300,- |.
Having closed my labors with the church
submit to it, so on the other hand the par000 of her subjects who came to see the pa- at’ Ames and accepted the call from the
ish may spring a trap as suddenly and as
geant, she discarded every vestige of the church at Fabius, I started with my faithfatally. This of course is wrong. The reold heathen ceremonies ; and on the canopy ful horse Richard, on Saturday May 22, to
lation is too sacred and vital for any such
over her throne was inscribed ‘ Gloryto drive to my field of labor, and being anxtreatment. We are glad to learn that two
God in the highest; on earth peace, good- ious to visit the brethren and learn the conof our churches have entered into an exwill to men.” And now the last mail in- dition and prospect of the churches along
press engagement with their pastors that

appropriation has for the last twenty years
been considerably depended upon in this

less

Neither

our

——PERSECUTION.
We have 6ften heard
of the days of martyrdom when undera

then the church, or the church and pastor taking the liberty to wn-ordain him.
The public services in both cases are virtually the same and why should they not be
of corresponding authority ?
We must say that there is too much laxity in our manner of managing these things
as a denomination.

hollowing

* Current Topics.

any protection to the pastorate is concerned. It is very much like a council ordain-

Appeal.

and

very sacrifices they were trying to avoid?

megningless ceremonies as far as affording
at the request of a church,

sailed on,

willingly missed. 4

ticed settling ministers by a council, but as
far as we know, it has not been practiced
by
us, so that our installations become

ed, before laying away this paper, enclose,
from one to ten dollars or more and send it

|

|

is more than likely that these churches wil)
ule that would carry the

Beneficiary Aid—Final

pastoral
and un-

a mere farce, These are the principles adopted by those denominations which have prac-

ing a man

we

good-bye with ‘‘Sweet Home,"—a melody
born of a warm heart,—added an element
of satisfaction that none of us would have

less it is carried out, an installation becomes

duty to

and-who are in part dependent on our aid

rule,

cumstances in which

the infant is mentally deformed, it will be

excuse for non-compliance.

power which ordained him. The
relation demands this protection;

1% @ i

to prepare themselves suitably for the work.
The information has just reached us that

that

measuring their actsby the laws of Christ,
what does it show? Does it show that they
5% abiding in Christ and that his words are
abiding inthem ? Does it show that they
have full confidence in him as a law-giver?
When Christians say that the peculiar cir-

ly as wellas physiologically are of embry-

of

do A

ity with

¢ good * moral

they are properties of such plants which
must be scrupulously regarded.
" The rudiments of the man psychological

himself

before we

ple which cannot be tortured into a conform-

Does it prove that they are Christians?
When professed C hristains practically ignore that rule, and always in their business
transactions and business theories quote the
laws and the opinions and practices of

of innate resources. Mental Stamina, caliber

who avails.

delay

nies as

destroy his ordination without a council—the

————
The Academical year closes in a few
principles and methods in the transaction of weeks. Nothing but utter impracticability
their business which savor of pure selfish- prevents us from going at once in person
ness, what does it argue? ° When men pro- -pefore the churches with the subject matfessing to be the followers of Jesus, depart ter indicated in the caption of this article.
from the golden rule, which he has given We have now some thirty young men, East
as the regulator of all commercial transac- and- West, who have consecrated their
tions, and habitually practice on a princi- | whole life-service to the Master's cause,

mental faculties are disciplined, expanded

an

tion whether the church or ‘pastor has any
more right to sever that relation without the
same power- which constituted him pastor,
that-is a council, than they have aright to

We

can ‘and ought to have an efficient mission-

Southern Freewill Baptists ?

Honestly.

When men who wear the name of Jesus,
and profess to believe his word, and to trust
his grace, and find their all in him, adopt

“~ and strengthened,and
we are thereby capac-

cultivation—or

ognized by an installation. Now it is a ques-

or dependence.
’
But we can and ought to assist them,

connect

themselves for any length of time with
institutions at Lewiston, become converted
tion than to dropsy. Captain Wiggin, of while there; and when converted, the questhe favorite steamer Chocorua, was found tion of entering the ministry always preby many of us to be the same affable, May- | sents itself. You who have been through the
morning specimen of the Christian gentle- struggle know. with what ingenuity the
man that all his passengers have discov- mind exerts itself night and day whereby
ered on this boat for nearly a score of it may offer the prayer,—*Lord, I pray thee
years; and the welcome "given him by the have me excused.” Many who are really
people and the Brass Band of Meredith, called.of God to preach, forcibly drive the
when we steamed up to the pier, was a de- evidence ofssuch a call forever from their
served and fitting tribute. “And the Wolf- minds with some trifling excuse.
boro Band that accompanied us on our reBut could they thus easily satisfy their
turn, setting 9 air pulsing with harmo- consciences and rid themselves of this sense

resignation or dismissal. If they choose
him for the term of one year and he ‘accepts,
common sense teaches us that the relation
expires with the year. If they call a council
to settle tim as pastor, by mutual consent’
the matter is properly: placed beyond their
control. The council steps in between pastor
and people -and the relation is publicly rec-

fostering care, provided always that they
take no undue advantage of their ignorance

v2

A large proportion of those who

time, and he accepts the position, then these few men and women whose pocket-books
same parties should dissolve the relation by incline so much more strongly to consump-

proselyted in this way, cach numbering
about 600.
i
Now if F. Baptists can do nothing to - aid,
counsel and encourage these churches at
the South; and if -they can honestly become
Pedobaptists, we have no right to complain,
if Congregationalists take them under their

shall we

and qualifies it for augmented effort, so our

assiduous

matter might easily be produced.

Deal

action originated, in the animate world.
Here an analogy prevails. As exercise
indurates the muscle, enlarges its powers

and

of this

ly choose a pastor by vote without regard to a real kindness, and afforded relief tonot a

ary at the South exploring, organizing, superintending and encouragingjthe churches.
A little more enterprise and generosity
acter be attained. . That ‘‘ holiness without, would. do the work, = develop a wide and
which no man can’see the Lord” is the re- flourishing field, and raise up numersult of faith in Christ and the practice- of ous workers among whites and blacks. We
the Christian virtues.
“By works was have been talking since the war closed
faith made perfect.”
about sending a man or two South to exWhen we consider'the end fo be gained plore, but it has'ended. in talk. ‘Why canand the means to be used, both reason and. not something be done?
Letters have come
experience teach us the absolute necessity from brethren in that section asking symof employing the means to obtain the end, pathy and counsel, and we have wished
and of exercising the virtues which com- them well, and that is all, while ether sects
pound and perfect the character desired, are sweeping our friends into their nets, as
and of perservering in them with inflexible we might expect. Shall we have a mispurpose and unwavering confidence of suc- sionary sent South at all? Can we get the
cess.
money, and find the manto go? How long

There is no proposition more generally
true than that exercise is indispensable to
the proper,
normal development,
and

ful

amples of experience in verification

ever is found a sélf-made man there is a
living example before us.
On no other
principle can perfection in Christian char-

Exercise.

Whatis action here

which

direction of their

discipline.
The growth and attainment
were legitimate and valid. Numerous ex-

remittanees of money, &o.; should be addressed to

proof of vitality.

the powers

subsequent distinction. They bécame great
only in the line of their active patient

All communications designed for publication should

~healthly tone of our being.

exercise_of

they possessedin the

+ Editor.

A writer in the Examiner and Chronicle
says that two churches in New Orleans were

.
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for a general prayer meeting, and if so,due-

people in Central N. Y. must do more for
the support of the ministry and the efficienboth

be

ney of the churches that they may
a praise and a power.

ing the exerciges.

Society

' “Lewiston, June 7, 1869.

P.M. our new and beautiful church

sion of the Owego Q.M., was dedicated to

the service of God.
., The house is 48 by 84 feet” on its founda* tion, 20 feet posts with belfry and spire;
with

blinds,

and furnished

;

the, New
hope

with

for the execution of the instruction
to the Home Mission Society by the
Conference at its last session, The
of each” Yearly and Quarterly meet-

Much credit is due to the builder, broth- the nomination of an agent or missionary in
Y. M. by that body, and the appoint.
er E. Coffin, for skill and economy in the
ment
of an agent or committees,
&c. by each
work.
;
Q.“M.
as
specified
in
the
Circular.
Rev. J. Tillinghast has added much to
Should any clerk fail to perform this du‘the inside of the house by furnishing a pul-

ty, itis desired that some brother in each

tables, &c.

Yearlyand Quarterly meeting
that the subject is presented

of the same with appropriate inscriptions,
the extra cost of which he presented to the

society,

taken upon it.

and it is not counted in the ag-

gregate cost of the house.
We found a debt on the

should seé
and action

It is also requested that the

name and post office address of the agent

hundred

or missionary who may be thus nominated
in each Y. M. should be immediately sent

ed by the brethren and friends on the occasion in pledges, a part of which were

Mission Society that the appointment may
be confirmed by the Home Mission Board.

builcing

eighty
paid.

committee

of

hands

of the

seven

church,

and people with a precious revival. The
man who gave the site and two hundred

a part

and manifested a lively interest. A well
trained choir performed their part throigh-

Q. M. for the mission cause during the in-

Q. M. were

nearly

all present, also Rev. C. W. Van Housen
of Corning N.Y., all of whom took

church agents

19th

of May
I went

to

Gaines,

now greatly needed.

‘appointed,

site,

size

and

general

plan

of the house agreed upon. They seemed
very. reasonably confident that they could
increase the subscription to enough to secure complete success, Though their excellent pastor, brother Stephens, was not
present, yet

Rev. J.

L. Phenix

was,

|

‘God is still

reviving

the

second

Sabbath

tion of eur field and remain more than a
short- week in labor to extend the Redeemer’s kingdom
among. men. It did

heart ‘good to visit a county in our

the word

ty

it is determined never

to

course

made

but little

effort for

the

board, ‘yet thirty-six dolla’s were
twelve of which
two other points

state

pledged,

were paid. We have
in view where houses

of worship can probably be builf without
other help than the time of the Agent.
Now we want especially three things in
this field:

1. Acquaintance
with the work

with

each

to be done,

other and

and

one

heart

one prayer, one faith that it may be accomplished.
;
2. Means

to carry forward the

work in

all sorts of sums from the widow's

two

mites to the thousand dollars.

3. Devoted intelligent young

men and

women to engage in, the work, and old
soldiers also to join'ms if they will" in
occupying one of the best and most central
fields on this green earth, In this good
state of brotherly love where we preach Jesus
in

the

cities

and

rural

mountains

and in the

river-side,

come

who

him: how

mines

in

the

by

the

we

will

and

and joinus and

call each other
salary promised

Christ

districts,

brother and divide the
to the best minister of

ever lived,—*I will show
suffer

great things he must

for

my name's sake.”
Rev. J. Calder, Harris0. C. HiLLs Agent.

to

Send money
burg, Pa.

June 7,

;

and church, assisted

On

show

Hayes’

recitation

Tuesday,

June 29, ‘at eight o'clock in the forenoon.
A. H. HEATH, Secretary.
Lewiston, June 9, 1869.

Baccalaureate

Week at Lewiston.

exercises Sunday

P.

M.

June, 27.—~Sermon by the President.
Junior Prize Declamation,
;
ning, June 28,
Annual meeting of the

Monday

eve-

Corporation,

"Tuesday, June 29, at 8 A. M.
Concert by Gilmore's Band,
. evening, June 29,
, Commencement,

Wednesday,

Tuesday
June 30.

- Address before the United Literary Socie-

: ties,

Wednesday

evening,

:

Yesterday was a good Sabbath to us here.
A large congregation assembled at the water to witness the baptism of twenty happy
converts, who could testify, that they were
on their way rejoicing.
How joyous té the careworn toiler in this
wide harvest field to see fruit, and to know

his labor is notin vain. Thus the heart of
the writer with many others, has been glad-

ened in this work and we can but hope that

from this band of intelligent youth, faithful
laborers will go forth to give the word of
knowledge to the destitute. Others areto

Let the good work go

be baptized soon.

on, is our prayer.
This church and society are having a
commendable enterprise for the honor of
Last year they built a
Christ's cause.
34 by 52 feet, costworship,
house of
ing

furnished,

fully

when

Jane

30, by

; Rev. Dr. Fulton of Boston,
Class Exercises, Thursday, July 1.
Itis hoped that an hour may be secured

about

$i,-

000. Tt was dedicated to the worship of
God on the 24th.of Jan. last. And we are
glad to say that by the liberality of many
friends in the community, the house is free
from debt! This Spring there was no house
suitable for the minister, the society has
resolved to build a parsonage. So we are
toiling on in this comparatively new field,
to build a permanent interest for future gen-

;

rapidly
church is located

for the

writing,

brethren in the older states
a home in this new and
state of Iowa, that this
in the beautiful valley of

and for

the Cedar,

while

fertility of soil, beauty

on

the

attentive

Allpraise

Saturday

and

glory to

[

evening,

May,

his name.

29, by

by this
be genimpor8. B.

a council

Lyon’s Kathairon is a very delightful

Wellsburg,

house

of

by

church in Wellsburg, was dedicated May 30.

N. Johnson.

short time the

amount

of all present.

was

:

The

of interest

Brethren, come this wy
on that

glad day

when holiness unto the Lord shall be writ-

en on all this fair land.

~~ R. C. HAYDEN.

NORrwICH CHURCH, As the Norwich church
has been placed by Bro. D. G. Holmes before the

denomination, I would add that they have raised
the sum demanded to resume work and finish
the house, The church owes upon the lot $600,
and upon the house over $2500, They are a self| denying church; in earnest, and are gaiping
has meansto be
steadily, ' Buffalo, G. H. B. states,
invested to aid our cause.
1 propose that some of those means be

coi
a

0)

obtain-

; pe
for
rospeets
fora
Prospects

Association will report at once

ther

old students.
attendance unusuallyly, fiattering,
Hf ois,

af

Anniversaries at New Hampton.

Lecture

X
P.¥M,

4

session

May

good season

was enjoyed, many fervent prayers offered, manywords of encouragement spoken, many Christian ties strengthened and we hope much good
The following persons were chosen deledones

Western

Y.

F.
Ministers: revs, O. T. Moulton, B.
M.
Pritchard, W. F. Eaton, B. Bean, E. Manson, A.
brethren: Bros, J.
Lay
Hobson,.J. 8. Potter,
eering, ‘Wm, Bacon,
Hannaford, L. Merriill. R.
Wm. Harmon, T. Gailpatrick, M. T. Files.
W. F. EATON, Clerk.

Mg, PEYTON TARBELL writes; While in Louisi.
anal
contracted Diarrhoea, which became chronie.

home, and

tee of this Association, holden on Saturday

evening,

it was, on motion of Mr, E. D. Jordan, unanimously
voted
That, if any pianos are to be used in the performances at the Coliseum, they shall be the grand orches:
tral pianos of Messrs. Hallet, Davis & Co.
remain, gentlemen,
Cuiully our ob’t servant,
Res
&. PARKER, Secretary.
TENR
i
Messrs, HALLET, DAVIS & Co., Bostoa.

:

Treatise.

The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference, can now be had
on application; for 25 cents for eaeh copy.

Postage (extra) 4 cents for single
9 cents each for
ders are solicited.

two or more

one, or

copies.

St,

For” one
scribers

separately when

PATCHES,

eratus, and at least to secure

knowledged the best.

the
the

be

prepar-

an audience to hear them.
We expect it will be an
occasion of unusual interest.
Brethren from other

Y. M’s ave cordially invited. The stage leaves Troy
for East Troy every day at 7 o’clock, A.M. We will
furnish free conveyance from Troy for any who will
notify the subscriber

what time they will come.

.

DEWEY,

Infants,

utation is best adapted to

and

Iy28

articles
BLACK

FACE,

- Or-

WORMS, AND PIMPLES ON

use

PERRY'S

COMEDONE

AND

THE

York.

Sold

everywhere.

The

plied by Wholesale Druggists.

trade

.

6m10

sure remedy

25, 10 o'clock.

Costiveness, Indigestion, Jaundice, Headache, and
Bilious Diseases, General Debility, &e. They cleanse
the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite,

Clerk.

ST. LAWRENCE Y. M. will hold its next session
with the F. W. B. church at Dickinson Center, June
26,27.
Y. M. Conference; the 25th at 1 P. M.

’

WM. WHITFIELD, Clerk.

onio & Pa. Y. M. will hold its next session at
25. Sermon Ehulsday eve.
June
Chagrin Falls, O.,
Persons coming on the cars will stop at Solon
ning.
on the A. & G. W. R. R,, four miles from the
Station,
Falls. There will be teams to carry those that come
on the ev: ning trains, Thursday and Friday morning.s All of the trains stop at Solon, and. there is

public conveyance to the meeting.

Chagrin Falls

about 20 miles from Cleveland.
A. H. CHASE,
.

is

Clerk,

Mates College.
The Annual Meeting of the President and Trustees
will be held in the College Library, Tuesday, June
29, at 8 o’clock, A. M.
J. A. LOWELL, Sec.
Received.

Atwood—L

P

Abby--C

Baker—L

E

Bixby—J M Brewster—C H Babcock—B W Bramaun-—C
H Burnham—T D Bassett—G Beardsley—N W_Bixby—
L W Bates—J W Barr—M Beattie—B B Baker—S8 H Conforth—L D Cate—S W Crowell—A T Dunbar— H Dowst—
7 A Dyer—W H Duncan—C M Emery—E. G. Eaton—W
F Baton—D W Edwards—F A Ellis—T Foss—J E Frink—
D 8 Fowler—L Given—H W Goodrich—Mrs J C Gale—
G W Gould—E T Gates—J E Gibbs—0 P V Howe—A
Holcom—A F Hutehinson—L Hassett—G Hersom—I Hyatt—C M Hurlbut—P Hyde—E Harding—S Johnson—L
J Jones—D Jackson—I Jackson—K E Kinman—W H
Littlefield—F H Lyford—G W Myers—J B Moulton—S H
Macy—J W McIntyre—J H May—D Mezerve—Mrs 8 8
Marshall—Minnie Odbe—Geo Plummer—L 8 Parmalee—
John Pinkham—C F Penny—R D Preston—E W_Page—
I Plummer—H Preble—8 'V Plerce—~J Peiton—W
Randall—dJ N Robertson—E B Rolfe—~A M Ricbardson—dJ B
Randall—J R Smith—D L Shepherd—Mrs B Stratton—L
B Starr—J Stuart—& M Snell—M L Sheldon—C H Stone—
R OSmith—C
M Sewell—-R H Smock—S8 Savage—E F
Smith—F W Towne—F Treat—E Tibbets—~Wm Tucker—
T K Tiokham—F W Towne—1 O Vandoren—ID R Whittemore—L
A H Weleh—1D J Whiting—W B Wilson—I R
Wilber—J West—J H Ward—D H Witham—A Wares—
HC Wells—R R Walters.

‘Books Forwarded.

BY MAIL.
Rev RB Cameron, Fairport, N Y
~
T, Given, No Boothbay, M¢
P Ford, Batavia Center, N Y
Jacob A Flint, Chelsea, Vt
J W Burgin, New Hampton, N H
1 D Phillips, Kittery Point, Me
R A Proctor, Canton, Me
8 A True, W Corinth, Vt.
R # Francisco, Oxford, N Y
P E Whitten, Constantia;
Ohio
Wm Walker, No Parma,
NY
Dea D BS Adams, Lower Gilmanton, N H
Rev E Knowlton, So Moutville, Me
* AF Hutchinson, Cautoy, Me
“* H Preble, Alva, Me
R M Cruikshank, Poland, N Y
D M Meserve, Brownfield, Me
© KO Hodge, Oneonta N ¥
EXPRESS.

Henry

3

all

its

& CO., Boston.

vast

and

use
rep-

Grocers

wants.
in

a great

importance

to

merited

Housekeepers have

the

public

superior

a right

rep-

to

ask for

upon

having

by

first

class.

Grocers

Depot,

generally.

eow4t24

Fork.

WANTED--AGENTS!
to

sell

our

¢ From

popular

Shore

to

Ladies or Gentlemen
allegorical engraving entitled

Shere” —suggestive

of Life's

journey from Childhoodto Old Age.
A perfeet gem.
B. B. RUSSELL, 55 Cornhill, Boston.
4123

Sold by all druggists.
16t11

Premiums.
Any one having sent for one of the Pre- |
miums offered last year, and not having received it, is requested to inform us of the

|

fact, as we have recently learned that some
of our letters sent with money to pay- for |
premiums have been lost. We wish to make
good .gur promises.
{
church
ras, the

united effort on the part of the
bers and Sabbath school scholWashington Street church, Dover,

obtained; last year, a suflicient number of
now subscribers to provide itself with two
ood organs. Let other churches go and

Health's

o likewise, and let no one of our churches,

however small in numbers, be without an
organ. . By a faithful, persistent and united
effort, any church can secure some one of
the organs now offered as premiums. Let
every one who reads this go to work now,
and continue to work through the year in
getting subscribers for the

y he willbe rewarded.

we now

make

are

fect of TARRANT’S

ENT.

The remedy,

champagne,

scribed

2624

subscriber

6. “ A Rainy Day at School,”

;

3

new

subscribers and $5,00,

the book entitled *
261
ly,”
Days H
Be
257 pages. Price of
3. For two new

Skies ; or Adven
Sunny
.
pages; or,
pa {erbert and Meggy,”
Or,
each book $1,50.
subscribers and $5,00,

1. For

two

with 16 cents to pay postage) we will send-

that

itis

DRUGGISTS.

6 BY

9 FEET.

Latest and BestMap of

Pub'rs, 608 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

t

GUARANTEED

DAY

PER

10.00

Agents to sell the HOME

SHUTTLE

It makes the LOCK STITCH,

CHINE:

publish-

=

APERI-

in the goblet like

refreshing,

miniature copy of the Large Map, by
mail, for 65 ct.
The description sent
on receipt of stamp; or free to Sunday
School Sup’d’ts,
GARRIGUES
& CO.,

a;

SEWING

MA-

ALIKE ON BOTH

reSIDES, has the under-feed, and is Squal in every Price
invented,
spect to any Sewing Machine ever
Ad-

Send for circular.
#25. Warranted for 5 years.
Pittsdress JOHNSON, CLARK & Co, Boston, Mass.,10624
burgh, Pa;, or St. Louis, Mo.

“1 VOID QUACKS.—A_vi*tim

of eaxly

indisore-

Min A vy nervous debility, Premature decay,
&o , having tried in vain every advertized remedy,
has discovered a simple means of self-cure, whichof
receipt
he will send free to his fellow sufferexs on
REEVES, 7
Addiess J. H,
postage.

Nassau
78a stamp

by Mada,

hy

almost

Published. 1A Guide to the study of
Palestine, with a full deseription and

$2,50,

7. “The Birth-Day Present,” by Mar
Latham Clark, 174 pages. Price of eac

Il

BY ALL

{lk

:
and

g0

SIZE

194 pages; or,

of these books, 75 cents.

SOLD

and

subscribers to the Star.
IL,

is

SELTZER

as it bubbles

leasant,

The offers which
varied

It

EFFEVESCENT

is so

Star, and by and

numerous,

Elixir,

positive enjoyment to drink it, and as a tonic, evacuant, and anti bilious preparation, itis far more eflicacious than any of the sickening drugs usually pre-

liberal. Look at them.
Premiums for New Subscribers.
We offer the following premiums for new

new

Delicious

worth while to have a tonch of Dyspepsia, or a bil
fous headache, or a twinge of bilious colic, or a feeling of debility,in order to realize the delightful éf-

5. “ The Boy's Heaven,” 151 pages; or,

1,00
5,00
5,00
5,00
12,60

they

dutyto aid in circulating

350 Washington St., New

purify the blood, strengthen the bbdy, and thoroughly prepare it to resist discases of all kinds, GEO. C.
GOODWIN

largest

They will be well compensated for the effort.

Sold

forms,

ed, for the Sabbath School and the Family,
by Mrs. L. Maria Child, viz. :
1. * The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,
2. “Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages ; or,
. 8. ¢ Making Something,” 184 pages ; or,
4, « Jamie and Jeannie,” 155 pages ; or,

PENN, F. B, MISS, S0CIETY.
a

in

just published,
or immediately to be

Knowlton, Binghampton N Y

Mrs Almira Prince
Suel Burteh °
Almira Dean
“
George Baker
A W Barrett
B Burdick

it.

(with 12 cents additional to pay pogiage)
we will send any one of the following books,

Otigppoll, Caroline Btation, N ¥
M

Complaint

sup-

Pyle’s Saleratus, and should insist

Humors of the Blood and*Skin, Scrofula, Dyspepsia,

1. For one

Kev AJ Bird, Rockland, Me
I. W Stone, Biddeford, Me
RevM A Quimby, Limerick, Me
7 8 Hatch, Ea
Montville, Me
b Lothrop, Boston, Mass
Ben) J Smith, Hodgdon, Me
A P Bunnell, Susquehannah Depot, Pa
D Lo‘ljrop & Co
ton, Mass

eo

Liver

of such

utation.

sup-

¢ Buy me, and I'll do you good.”—DE,
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS are a
for

rea-

to

their

welfare only such as have

PIMPLE

REMEDY, prepared only by Dr. B. C, Perry, 49 Bond
St., New

by

under such circumstaiices participate
moral crime; it is their

0 Si

who,

determination

profit, are deprived of the use of that which®

with

CENTRAL NEW YORK Y. M. will hold its next ‘ses.
gion at Columbus, N. Y., commencing Friday, June
M, C. BROWN,

grocerymen’s

of that which they know by experience
Ladies

stan-

derive the largest profit, are deprived of the

evening,

Thursday

We hope that the ministers will

the

ply only that from which they derive the

FRECKLES,

Soap, Combined

for

which’ is ace

SALERATUS

Yet there are many housekeepers

COLGATE & CO’S
Glyecerine, is recommended

to

dard in New England.
Ten years’ experience
has not only substantiated its claim to perfect
purity, but proved its superiority overall others.

|
Vegetable

that

PYLE’S

has stood the testof time, and become

Burr's

and Tan from the face, use PERRY'S MOTH AND
FRECKLE LOTION. = Sold by all druggists.
Prepared
only by Dr. B. C. Perry.
6m10

Aromatic

obligation

4inform-hereself as to the influence of impure Sal«

son of the
MOTH

;

Every housekeeper who has any regard for the

bes}

O REMOVE

will give ope of

welfare of the household is under

A

+

fifty new sub-

we

A Household Negessiy,

|

Silvered Wire Brush, which is of inestimable value
|" to the Infant, as if keeps the Taube perfectly sweet
and free from acid, especially in warm weather,
Price of Brushi0cts.
BURR & PERRY, Successors
to M. S. BURR & Co., Wholesale Druggists, 26 Tremont St., Boston, Masa.
Secld by all Druggists.

the

and

$375,00,

“PURE SALERATUS.

13123
in
of

hundred

and

Price $240,00.

BOTTLE—The

required, including

Octave Single Reed Organs,

Baker ‘and Randalls Five Octave Three
Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case, having
seven ‘stops and Book-Case, and combining
the latest excellences and improvements.
Transportation to be paid by the receiver.)
dapted to churches and large vestries.

for purl |

NURSING

and $150,Baker and

in Black Walnut Case. - (Transportation to
be paidby the receiver.) Adapted to the
parlor or vestry. Price $125,00.
IX.

styles in variegated

Bosgton,

post-

Randall's Five Octave double Reed Organs,

& Co.. 47

most Perfect and Convenient Nursing Botile
world.
“We supply the trade with all parts

Bottle

By

Clerk pro tem.

After suffering more than a year, I came

of

Concert.
PER ORDER.

26 Tremont

new

$1,36 additional to pay

in Black Walnut Case. .
(Transportation to
be paid by the receiver.) Price $85,00.
VIII.
For eighty-five new subscribers
and
$212,50,-we will give one of Baker and

.

Aa BURR'S PATENT

¥. BM. will hold its next session

Conference

Ministers’

T J Anderson—M

session Maine

Promenade

Letters

LITTLE Sc1oTo Q. M., O.—Held its last session
15, 16. Rev.
with the New Vernon church, May
Mess. from. the
H, J. Carr was present as Cor,
Next session with the Union
Athens Q. M.
church, commencing Friday Aug. 20 at 2 P. M.

gates to attend next

Agents,

eleven

(with

Randall’s Five

has noequal in the World, Sold by all Druggists.
BURR
PERRY, Wholesale Druggists, General

ed on their exercises, and we will endeavor to have

Quarterly Meetings.

A

;
;
Exercises

second vol$10,00.

Canton

Peasley

“c4DR. WARREN'S BILIOUS —

BY |

Societies

age) we will send the first and
umes ofthe Cyclopedia. Price
VIL
For si
new subscribers
00, we
wi
ve one of

with the church in East Troy, Pa., three miles from
June 25
Troy station, on the Northern Central R. R.,

—27.

| Jue 2¢.

its

Literary

Literary

Susquehannah

2. Are your monthly meetings, prayer and
conference meetings maintained, well attended
and spiritual ?
3. When was your last revival, and how extensive?
4. What has been your actual increase the past
year?
5. Whaat proportion of the people in the territory occupied “by the church attend meetings on
the Sabbath?
;
6. On the whole +s the religious condition of
your community improving?
Answers to the above inquiries will aid me in
preparing my report.
J. D. WALDROY.

M.—Held

before

and $27,-

NEw

makes a. specialty
invoices from the

vi
subscribers

fying the Blood, Curing Liver Complaint, Jaundice,
Biliousness, Headache, Dizziness, Loss of Appetite,
+4 and all Spring Complaints; for Cleansing, Strengthening, Invigorating
and Regulating the Human System,

will
commencing at 1 o’clock,?. M. Friday, June 18,
the Clerks of the several churches m-«ke out correct reClerk.
BOWDEN,
S.
turns for the Register ?

:

Q.

i

of Dartmouth College.
Exercises of the Graduating

Watervillé @. M. will hold its next session
with the Sidney church, at the West meeting house,

Strafford, Vt., by the middle of July next, answers to the following inquiries:
1. How much preaching has your church had

CUMBERLAND

as

0S

the

AN INVOICE has been received by the carpet house
of J. J. Pegsley & Go., 47 Washington Street, Boston, of "new paiterngof Engli
]Tapestry Brussels,
slightly damaged—a chance for bargains,

Maine Central XY. MI. Minister's Confer=
ence will hold its next session at Kast Dixfield,Me.,
June 22d, at 8 o’clock, A. M.
C. CAMPBELL, Clerk,

church in the Vt. Y. M. to forward to me at So.

with the Buxton center shieh,

SOU

AY

Music by Laconia Cornet Band.

Having been appointed by the Vt. Y. M. to
report of ‘“ the state of religion in the Y. M.,” I
hereby request the pastor and clerk of each

JAMES TiBBENS,

unuead

full atlendande

« For

50,

from the recent auction trade sales in New York,
and will be sold at from 85 cents to $1,50 per yard.

respecting

full information

Price $5,00.

KIDDERMINISTER AND INGRAIN CARPETS, of elegant design and colors, have just been received by
Johp J. Peasley & Co., 47 Washington Street, Boston,

Association.

of the

Secretary

Alumni,
Thursday Evening,

HIGH COMPLIMENT.
NATIONAL PEACE JUBILEE ASSOCIATION, {
Boston, May 31, 1869,
Dear Sirs: Itake great pleasure in advising you
officially that at a meeting of the Executive Commit

ahd help us to hasten

Cl

Class.
Thursday,

of pure water, good mills, & good supply of
timber, with R. R. advantages near at hand,
the common price of improved farms,$20,

to $30 per acre.

their

Evening.

and variety of scenery, this part of the coun-

With abundamce

Tach member

Prof. E. D. Sanborn,
Tharsday, A. M.

ence to the: advantages, prospects, &c., of the
place, which may be interesting to the readers
of the Star.
L. C. CHASE,
June 3, ’69.

So. Strafford, Vi.

Alumni

425

their customers,

Lecture before Y. M.
Montlay Evening, July 5th.
C. A. by Rev. G. VV, Bean.
EveTuesday, July 6.
Examination of Classes.
ning.
Prize D.clamations,
Wednesday, A. M.
Examination of Classes.
P. M, Exercises of Theological School.

with refer-

the past year?

Hampton

.

4
Y
:
For SIX new GS
$15.04
wi
cents to pay postage) we will sen
e first volume of Strong and MecClintock’s Biblical and Theological Cyclopedia.

Co., Boston, carpet dealers, 47, Washington Street, to

Railroads will carry
G. W. GOULD.

Portland

;

|

encouy-

Request.

New

day.

After three years’ toil in Atwood Institute, I
resign to take charge of the public schools in
Buffalo, West Virginia.
I entered this Institution immediately after I graduated at Hillsdale
College in the class of ’66. The school has been
quite interesting, with an average of 65 students
during the time; one term having over one hundred students.
It is a Freewill Baptist interest,
and very important; and although absent, yet I
skall continue to feel much interest in the locality.
My anticipated situation in West Va. is a very
pleasant one on the Kanaoha River.
We hope
ere long to sustain a good Freewill Baptist interest there.
I shall write you ere long, giving

items

by

come

$7,50,

the current year, commencing with the No.
for January. - Price $2,00.
:

Washington Street,
Boston, who
in these goods, are now opening

of elegant

subscribers and

rence, high religious tone,and in many other
respects,is fully equal to the book last mentioned . Price $1,50. Or, _
8. For three new subscribers and $7,50,
we will send the ‘Sabbath at Home,” for

and Japanese Mattings, and J.J.
sales

new

competition for the $500,00
e, entitled
¢¢ Shining Hours,” which, in literary excel-

FLOOR OL CLOTHS at retail at manufacturers’
prices, and the goods of durability and finish, are
one of the inducements offered by John J. Pcasley &

are

M.

. Poem. Miss Lucy M, Fideld, New Hampton.
Business meeting and report of classes, Wednes-

Lee, Ohio.

various important

Those who

Y.

The regular biennial meeting of the N. H. Alumni
Association will occur Wednesday, July 7, 1869, at 7
o'clock A. M.~Literary exercises Thursday, P. M.
Oration. A.J. Thompson, M. D. Laconia, N, H.

H-CHASE; \i

A

the

5,0
100

Notices.

the cargo auction prices.

Y. DM.

attend

East Dixfield; June 8, 1869,

.and pockets are open to every good work; and
to Rev. E. H. Higbee who labored as usual, faith- |
id
Haier
|
Rev. R. E.7 Anderson
fully - and perseveringly.

aging circumstances.

to

names.

their

coggin, Kennebec &
for fare one way.

pledged, to the joy

as pastor under

Central

design

2. For three

(with 16 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send a copy: of the new $500,00
prize volume, containing about 400 pages,
entitled ¢ Andy Luttrell,” and
pronounced
to be a superb book for the Family and the
Sabbath School ;—or, we will send the new
volume of more than 400 pages, written in

and fancy checks and stripes of the choicest brands
and finest qualities;
also, invoices of the lower
grades,all of which are for sale at a slight advance on

Clerk.

2ail will stop at the North Jay Station, whére“they
will find carriages in waiting for them. The Andros

-

duties

Maine

desired to send

Much praise is due to Bro. Wells, whosé heart

his

R. R. WALTERS,

All persons who

age) we will send ¢ Life Scenes from the
four Gospeis.” Price $2,00.
Or,

THE SEASON 18 now at hand for the use of

Short, and Bros. Gersham Gillmore, L. W. Day,
John Walters, Newton Burgess, Jacob Earle, and
J.

An

appropriate sermon was delivered by Rev. F. W.
Straight.
:
Bid
The people of Wellsburg deserve great credit
for erecting such a beautiful
and convenient
house.
It is finished in modern style, The bell
is an excellent one from the Troy, N: Y. foundry.
We were surprised to learn that the whole cost
was only about $4500.
‘The church is small, and
with all their liberality there remained a debt of
$1500.
At the close of the sermon an appeal was
made to the audience to pay the debt; and ina

1. For three new subscribers and $7,50, (with 80 cents additional to pay post-

- THE TRIBUNE, New York.

cargo auction

Or,

¢ The History of the Freewill Baptists,” 479
pages. Price $1,20..
2
Iv.

TRA TRIBUNE.
An exhaustive article on the
early history of the Church and the causes of
separation, by Dr. GILLETTE, will be appended.
Price, per copy, 10¢., 12 for $1, or $6 per 100,
postage paid.
. For sale by all Newsmen.

Notice. At the last session ofthe Geauga Q. M.,
the following were appointed delegates to the Ohio and
W. Whitacre, Jerome
Penn. Y. M.:—Revs. O. Blake,

Butlei’s The-

ice $1,60.

5. For the same, and (20 eents additional
to pay postage) we will send one copy of

YORK DAILY TRIBUNE, is published in #fi Ex-

Notices and Appointments.

of ¢

ology,” 466 pages.

0. 0. LIBBY, Treasurer.

Address

e

ontege)

r,

we will send one copy

. Foreign Missions,

in

Price $1,00

Jost
%

4. For two new. subseribers and 5,00,
(with 28 cents additional to pay postage)

The full Reports of the Proceedings of the Two

nal, New York, will occupy Room No, 6, in the Studio
Building, 110 Tremont Street, where they will be happy to meet their New England friends.

the

| Worship.”

1,17
1,00
1,00
20,00
100,00
15,00
X
20,00¢
5,00
5,00
5,00

v

Assemblies in New York, as given

412%

oar

(with 20 cents additional to pa;

PRESBYTERIAN COUNCILS.

Dress-

Pommard

we will send a copy of the Je

10.00

i

Special

of Council.
erected

\s

Dover, N.H.

PHRENOLOGY IN BosToN.—During the great Peace
Jubilee, the Publishers of the PHRENOLOGICAL Jour-

Pa,

worship

Hair

ing.

“E. B. FERNALD,

new

This article is tbe

True Secret of Beauty. It is what Fashionable Ladies, Actresses, and Opera Singers use to produce
that cultivated distingue appearance so much admired it the Circles of Fashion.
It removes all ungightly Blotches, Redness, Freckles,
Tan, Sunburn, and Effects of Spring Winds and
gives to the Complexion a Blooming Purity of transparent delicacy and power. No Lady who values a
fine Complexion can do without the Magnolia Balm :
75 cents will buy it of any of our respectable dealers.

Oxganized.

Clerk
The

to publishers for a copy.

to

hearing of Doctor Seth Arnold’s Balsam, took three
or four large bottles, and was completely cured.’

try can hardlybe excelled.

pull ean

Commencement

and-knowledge, truly en-

Allow me. to say,

room,

pastor,

:

in the only form in

Hagan’s Magnolia Balm.

donated.

a clearness of conversion, a

couraging.

Our congregations

P. M., the church was publicly recognized with
appropriate ceremonies, by the council. In the
evening, Rev. W. H. Fonerden was installed
pastor.
The church proposes to build
a house
of worship, and a fine lot has already been

Some are quite young and from the S. S.,
yet they

and

1

following, three persons were baptized. - In the

souls were persuaded to turn away from
sin unto Christ. The converts have been
very faithful in their prayer meetings.

ripeness in grace

Send

by our efficient

called, a church of twelve members was consti
tuted at Elwood, N. J. On Sabbath morning

ing held last winter a number of precious

encouragment of
The annual meeting of the Board of
who are seeking
Overseers of Bates College will be held in
growing

Prof.

pushed forward

It is the life and example of the Good Shepherd,

by the minister of the

rations to enjoy.

Bates College.

the

received

we desire ahove all things, to see imitated
new church enterprise.
That we may all
uinely Christ-like is our daily and most
tunate prayer.
J.

precious mercy drops have fallen upon this
part of the Lord's heritage. Through. the
Bixby,

blood with its iron element,

preached.

six months.

work in this place, after along time of religjous dearth. Prayer has been answered and

sister

of
to

The Lord has dome much for us within the last

The Lord has revived his

labors of

sixteen: were

Sabbath are quite large, devout and

some

U. Brethren church in this place, in a meet-

and

afternoon,

buildjiig committee.

Universalism,

united

years,

In the

tion is being

J.D. Waldron.
rorroN,Jowa.

to Jesus.

all in Christian love and sympathy, and working
for the cause of Jésus,
Our chapel in its erec-

in South |

May,

EMINENT MEN oF ‘SOIENCE have discovered that T*
electricity and magnetism are developed in the system fiom'the iron in the blood. 'This accounts for the
debility, low spirits, and lack of cnergy a person
feels when this vital element becomes reduced. The
Peruvian Syrup, a protoxide of iron, supplies the

A Treatise oa -the hair published by R. P. Hall &
Co., Nashua, N. H., proprietors of Hall’s' Vegetable
Sicilian Hair Renewer. contains valuable information about the hair, which should be read by all.

will

great state th has not granted a license
to sell intoxicating drinks for nearly twengrant another, The brooks ot the mountains sing temperance songs,
and” the
trees of the forests wave for joy. We of

]

in

of them are coming from
and are heads of families.

ta Sheet containing all that was published in its
issues, See Advertisement in another column.

we

5.00.

Annie Godding, No Livermore, Me
Ch at Gilmanton I W, to constitute Mary G
Osgood life member
.
)
Ch at Canterbury, N 1, to constitute Life
members, names to be forwarded hereafter
s
Ch at Gilford Village, Mrs Hazan Copp, Miss
Lizzie Copp, HUcts each, Mrs § Thurston,
Miss Sarah Hunt, Mrs D Y Smith, Miss
Hattie Rowe $1 each
?
Great Falls ch
Ch No Jackson, Pa, per N Young
S McConkey, pled ed at Fon-du-1iac QM
A friend, Newmarket,
N H
Col Seneca Q M, O
Rev O J Moon, Bloom, [6]
Ch Fiatt, 111, per R Floyd
Col Prarie City Q M, 111, 370, Rev H G Woodworth, Thas Dodge, Mrs A McDonald,
N Overman, $5 each, H H Leonard, $2"
Mrs E Staples $3, Mrs Brady, 1,00, E D
Slater, Prof J J Weage, A
Merrill, E
D Leonard, $1 each
o
Dea B Chase & wife, Phjcago, 11
8t Joseph Valley, Y M, Mich, J Shearer; J P.
Hutton, Z Tinkham, W Steven, Rev G RR
Holt—F Mead, Mrs
James Ashley, Rev 8
Ketchum, Mrs E R Rolfe, Z Wish, Wm
Shearer, Win Nexon, P. Fil
m_ Coe,
$5 each, J H
Burne $2, Rev
B Chapel
Mrs Bishop, N H Miller, J H Keene, J H
Ashley, H S Bishop. H N Wooden, Rev I>
W Perry, $1 each, Col $16,79
total
Chas H & Henry J Cranston, two little boys,
per O E Bakar
Ch Wheelersburg, O, per E Patten
Rolfe Eggleston, Sherman, N Y, 4,50, Rev Chas
Cook, 1,50, per C 8 Stowits

of the

ness.

StraffordVt. Five more went forward in dap- |
tism

\

late- Assemblies in New, York, has issued an Ex-

into the church, muchto our encouragement and
joy. ‘Our church now numbers some 90 persons,

enters upon

his work

PRESBYTERIAN GENERAL ASSEMBLIES.
:
. Tar NEw YORK TRIBUNE, which published

which 1t is possible for it to enter the circulation,

&ec.

and |

he 1abored well both in word and deed. I
hope to visit this most interesting por-

my

. Revivals,

THE

doings

35.00

/
314,
v 0, C. HILLS, Agent.

God in thanks and praise for his wonderful good-

" strengthening them. A number of heads
J. Emery Jr. has received and acgfpted
of families have joined the church and
JV. B.
everything
looks prosperous.
On
the a call to the pastorate of the F.
upenfgred
He
church
in
Richmond,
Me.
evening of my third day with them we
:
June,
of
first
the
labors
his
had one of the best of business meetings.
Eleven hundred and. ninety dollars were
raised that evening toward erecting a
church edifice; a building committee was

stream,

This company is

altogether tho best reports of the

Hall

Rev J L Phenix

the pioneer in watchmaking in the United States,
and thus far has been steadily growing, until they
have hecome the largest watchmakers in the world.

bright,

faces of the baptized, their words and songs
joy conspired to lift high the heart and voice

be sent gratuitously to all who desire them
on application to the Corresponding Secretary.
S. C.

in greatly

and

12.50
5.00
5.00

Col Gains ch
A H Martin
A Ansley
y
Mrs R A Hillg"in Col’s
Rev J’ Tillinghast
B H Stevens
Mrs M Glenson
J A Weller
. H Whitaker
‘Wm Keeney
Revd W Hills

2

vite the attention of our readers.

mot by

God was there of atruth! The deep solemnity
of the congregation, the tearful eye, the beaming

of the

Mission cas

warm

immersed ten happy, consecrated ones

take collections at each session for missions
especially at the next session as funds are

of the Potter County Q. M.
The Lord has blessed the labors of Rev.
F.G. Stephens during the past winter at

this point which has resulted

behalf

was

8 Mann

.

Mrs Z B Hills
Elmira N Y, ch

THE American Watch Company, of Waltham,
Mass., has a card in our columns, to which we in-

E. KX. CLARK,

ing the hanks of the calmly flowing

terim between the sessions.
|
©
Its also desired fhat all the Q. M's should

out most admirably. - *Sr
The mission work in our field is increasing both in extent and interest.
On the

and to act in

morning

Church

struction as contained in the circular for the
action of the church. Also they shall be
authorized to fill any vacancies among

of the

The

to the

in Post Office

they will be at the risk of those

sending them.

sweetly and plaeidly representing the waters of
life, when surrounded by a large gathering -lin-

Concord, N. H., June 1, 1869.
P.
8. It is designed that the Q. M.
dollars in money being among the BoH-|
verts. Five were recently baptized by agents or committees should superintend
their pastor, Rev. B. Cogswell, and among the work of raising funds in their respective
the number one of his own daughters. Thus Q. M's. They should inform each church
‘in great labor and faithfulness God meets agent, appointed by the Q.: M.,of his appointment, and give him the necessary inhim in large blessings.
The ministers

%,

payable

Dea

thus sent will be at our risk.

Otherwise

were clothed in the beauties of spring life. The
waters of the Androscoggin were clear as erystal,

done WITHOUT FAILURE?
SrLas Curtis, Cor. Sec.

been going up, God has blessed the church

Moneys

the air fragrant and exhilarating and the fields

Brethren, will you see that this work is

While the walls of this edifice have

new interests

New

Money Order, or in Registered letter.

LEwIsTOwN, Me, Last Sabbath was an interesting occasion to us of the Horton street F.B.

to the corresponding Secretary of the Home

four dollars, all of which was rais-

these

denomination,

carpet, sofa, table, chairs, books, bell,
and organ, all tastefully arranged and completely finished at a cost of only twentysix hundred and eighty’ ddllars, the first- ing in the denomination is hereby earnestly
fruit of the Pa. Missionary Society in church requested to present that Circular to his Y.
M. or Q. M. at its next session, and request
building in the Owego Q. M.
:

pit of marble, also a table, side

will aid

made

order of L. R. Burlingame,

Ydrk Mission Society meets soon, I

they

Mrs Eliza Burdick
O A Harding
A Carpenter

of nioney for our publica-

may be sent either in Drafts on

York or Boston, and

$1000,

gifts but loans secured, thus keeping them in the

In the Star of June 2nd inst. is published
a Home Mission Circular, containing a
plan
given
Gen.
clerk

church

have the use of it, without interest.

-- Home Mission Circular.
SPECIAL REQUEST TO CLERKS OF QUARTERLY AND YEARLY MEETINGS.

edifice

loan
to the Norwich

paying the $600 on the lot and taking the first
mortgage to secure the $1000. The church to

——

5th inst. at one o'clock

can

Remittances
tions

Thelot is worth the $1000 if the house was
gone, The Elmira and the Corning churches
would like the balance on the same terms. AS

PER ORDER.

in Tuscarora Pa., in connection with a ses-

finished

a

be on the Portland and Kennebec road.

Mission Work in Pa. :
“On Saturday the

ed to pay the claim the New York Miss. Soc. holds
against the Buffalo church: Then the Mission

Free return tickets will be granted on
the Androscoggin road, and will probably

W. H. WALDRON.

Sid

notice of the time will be announced dur-

2

=

STAR: JUNE 16,°1869.

MORNING

THE

og

to

pay

1y24

St., New York.

for a new domestio article of .
meets a universal want: selig at sight;
LITTLEstamp for cireular.,
no ecompetftion, Send
FI BLD & DAME, No, 102 Washington St., Boston, Mass,
NANT!
great
A

:

3

1

TN

A

SEWING
M

‘Shuttle, “Look Stitch,

[Se

A C H | N E oJ
318 WASHINGTON

12t14

Straight

Needle, Simple, Durable, Prac:
tical, Adjustable.
We-have
ur sizes, adapted
for manu-

AGENTS

Menon va

MaouinE: N. E. States,
STREET, BOSTON.
H. 8. WILLIAMS, Agent,

WANTED.

A

Bets

THE “MORNIN G
=

JJUNE

deities

16, 1869.
enn ———
KARAS ESI

|
pion] pri vefey convsay hr I The Gaverof Babies, fei
~{gooing of a dear babe! But if you Tikeva- |

80 many v childzén-—there’s Hel
am— Fan

Ca

sol

his facts, unfolds his vviews and

ives of opposite extromics. n the same sphere
Several valuable. appendixes
Sabrina Hackett herself is ‘manifestly a portrait.
-| exhibit
the- various agencies that have been and. +4 rather than a fancy sketch, and:
8t0"The Galy VAliROIE Work
Work we ever saw on are no Mk} ing on mission
mn!
operation:
rations, set
§e
hr willi conch the i
gasons) plifer while os
»

been married two years longoria Tiare
“one.

appeal.

“ And her mother takes all the care% oft.” ‘riety, please listen,”—Littly Rosy was rocks: infancy ‘was’ wiiten" By ‘a man, Andrew forth

rb

ing the rabbit in her dolls cradle, and’ sing

‘ Yes, she has plenty of time to do nice
sewing and to go out whenever
she chooses,

Evening,
—i E——

“|

The toil of the day is oer,

ing, in a low lisping ‘tone—J| emmy ‘Boker, |
acting it out as she sang. Just now. she
was singing—* Twack, back, wack, this
is my toodle thack.”—
{
Mrs. Osmond laughed 50 gaily: that baby
in the crib threw up w little white hand"

She is not in the least confined. - She called
“there this morning. She was on her way to

Sweet wife,
And T am come home to thee;
“Weary I am, God knoweth, °

the new statuary on exhibition at Hylton's ;
and she is going to a grand concert to‘night.
She knows nothing about care,
while I have toil and care continually. “She threatening to awaken; a movement which
was fashionably dressed too, and looked instantly. recalled the ‘mother to_her round
of care. She stepped lightly and spuke softsplendidly, while I look”—

And thou too hast eyes to see.

Come, sit thee down at my side,
Sweet wife,

"And hold my hand in thine;
And sootheme with soft, low talk

« Jnst

Till the stars begin to shine.

like

Annie

Osmond,

the

, andl'present-a'basts upon Which! aizacth GR
un hid, 8, By ‘thie'sh
Bfeh it 3 Siu

the - Seni nidy estimate theif ‘actualand’ ‘Pro~

fi ull
sound, thinker’ ‘and a.learned. ‘physiologist. spective success. The volume ‘is timely, sug Ahn La ‘a8’ well ag/of sacred lessons,
ii ay excellent.
Few who commence it; will day it~ down, till it is
We shall never forget how tempest-fossed we gestive, Sibi and
LE
Ha
ROR aL i » | finished, ang the interest which it awakens is
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‘Whisper to me of old times,
Sweet wife,
_ So very long, long ago!
Of winter nights and sleigh-rides
Over the crackling snow,
Oh! we were light-hearted then,
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Sweet wife,

And thought not of toil or care;
(I conld faney I hear the sleigh-bells

And feel the keen frosty air).
"Twas winter when first we met,
Sweet wife,
Just—how many ye&rs ago?
Forty! Oh, no, my Alice,

It cannot surely be so.
How many years did I wait,
Sweet wife,

Till I could call thee mine?
Sadly toe many, I know, love;
:Ah! I remember, ’twas nine!

How did 1 live without thee, —ia
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en; and may you have a nice walk.” Mrs.
Osmond was soon ready. The very thought
of fresh air ‘had brightened her, but she
felt some regret to leave her work on aunt
Mary’s hands, and she turned to express it.
¢¢ There, there,” laughed aunt Mary, ‘“Nev-

out;
down

stairs-from-morning

till

FALL VENTER TITTY

The rogues I have read of in song or in tale
Are caught at the end and conducted to jail;

But “Somebody’s” tracks are all covered so well,

er mind the work—here are the letters,leave

He has never
yet seen the inside of a cell.
Our

young

folks

at home,

at all

seasons

them as soon as possible, and then please
call round to your husband’s office—he will
be so glad to see you out,—and make my
regards, requesting him to take tea at eighteen G. street to night.”
*¢ With pleasure samy mine. Good morn-

and

times,"
:
Are rehearsing the roll of * Somebody’s” crimes;
Or fast
as their feet and their tongues can well
run,

Come to tell the last mischief
the sly scamp has.

Annie Osmond

walked

briskly

down

& ¢Somebody’ has taken my knife,” one will say ; | town, the air was so invigorating that she
% ¢ Sombody’
has gone and thrown down all the felt.rejuvenated,and her step grew more elastic, and the dissatisfied expression fled from
blocks ;”
&
her countenance, while a fresh, bright color
se Somebody” ate up all the cakes in the box.”
¢ ¢ Somebody’ has carried my pencil away;”

Tyis « Somebody”

breaks

all the

camé to her still fair cheeks. - She met two

piteliers and

or three old acquaintances who were delighted to see her, and communicated several little items of news. By the time she
reached her husband's office, she looked an-

plates,
And hides the boys’ sleds and runs off with heir
skates,
And turns on the water, and tumbles the weds,
And steals all the pins and melts all the dolls’

other than the wearied oneof an’ hour

heads.

. bed,
And he said half-asleep, when asked what
:
meant,
;
5
% ¢ Somebody’ is pushing me out of the tent.”

it

Now, if these high crimes of * Somebody” don’t

‘We must smamon in the detective police ;
at once

will make

known,

i

The culprit belongs to no house but our own.
Then should it turn out after all to be true,
That our young folks themselves, are ‘ Somebedy”

too,

-

- ax3

3

with the happiest emotion,” and

pre-

'she went

‘| back to her little ones, thinking

how ‘much

she loved her husband, and how dear to
her his children were, and that she would
not have their number lessened by one for

[4

How queer it would look, if we saw. them, all go
Marched off to the Station House, six in a row!

—Qur

all the ease, wealth and Pleasure in
| the great

Young Folks.

city.

. Aunt Mary quietly and opi

put the

room in its usual neat order, and gave Her-

bert—Annie's eldest child—a box of building blocks in a corner, and turned her handkerchief into a rabbit for little Rosella ; then
she went down and had a nice little chat
with Bridget, giving all necessary directions, without leaving the slightest suspi-

cion upon the girl's mind that she waslook-

: Ting, 3 ling lingg-g==Ts was a gentle
yet
sonnd quivered unpleasantly alon ‘the nerves of Mrs. Osmond

ing ‘after the dinner. She next prepared
the bath for baby. Threw in the sponge,

and set the tasteful baby-basket containing
every necessary thing near at hand. Then
she took the patient, little darling, and set

as she satin
‘chamber, soothing a worri= 'some child, aitiere
baby, albeit there was a
~
.youmger.one
lying in the cradle, looking at

“omen
1 ight things.”

“s+ Aunt Mary bent tenderly and kitted her
“ niece. It was a loving, sympathetic kiss,
: pdt soothingly upo n the. ips of the

hm

Aunt Mary's face flushed with indignation |

but she spoke with usual calmness.
“ Do you think dear, that it is
associate with such a woman P”*
*¢ Sometimés I ‘think ‘it Is not:
does not like her; he thinks she
true woman. I seldom call on her,

well

to.

Newton
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but you

id

eaptivi-

classi-

cal examiner in the University of London. With
“maps and woodcuts. New York: Harper and
Proje.

disturbed ; but Isee by the question you asked
a litfle while ago that she does yon no good.
In answeringit I must tell you that the reason Helen has but one child, is that she is
a guilty woman !—-guilty of fearful crime’
in the sight of God, and according to our
laws, a State-prison crime!” Mrs. Osmond
started with an exclamation of surprise.
“Why

aunt Mary, how’

do

you know?

I

am sure Helen cannot dream that any one
suspects her I”
“ Poor girl ! does she not know that certain crimes leave unmistakable marks so
that one is -an epistle. known and

read

1869. 12 me.

pp. 716.
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after this.

well worth reading éven when one is ‘found to
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em; gives afresh. slice of Cornelius QO. Dowd,
in Harper's Magazine, aud were widely: read | and besides some other. papers. of less signififor their hearty, genial; and most effective hu. cance, fires 8 shot at Ireland and another at Mr,
Pickwi¢k Papers, THe reprint appears in anoc-|~
tavo volume of 133 pagés,
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Mr. Higginson 1s a man of marked mental wi
ities, a scholar; a close observer of nature and
life, with an artist's brain and pen; and; hence,
he always writes with a purpose

and

consisting

oe

seconds,

and

withstanding paint and enamel. Bat Ihave
more tangible knowedge, for her mother
“has told mre with deepest grief. She says
Helen has destroyed her health. She is a
mere wreck unfitted for the sacred duties nf
maternity—netvonsand prostrated, when nog
under the ‘influence of a powerful stimulant.

“‘Statuary !” exclaimed aunt Mary,

« look here Annie, is there apiece of statuaryin the world that 1s’ comparable with

a owuyy ory ing for me, and this? Bo perfect! 56 elegant! ‘See the little
Je to
to. ‘ tate her,’
or Tas obliged to plunap shoulders, and. rounded arms, and
‘these little dimpled

hannies!

Oh what

is

there jn all the wide, wide world, ene half

ad a six‘months-old baby I” and
50
‘| aunt Mary coveréd the sweet neck with
kisses, with many

an exclamation

{ ture thrown between,
b

of rap-

are

some

Mrs.

Osmonds, whose

tables, and the. numerous illustratiye, engravings
constitute no unimportant part of the apparatus
for giving clearness and impressiveness to the
sacred text. For use in the family and the Sabbath School class, these two volumes of Dr.
Smith are of the highest value; and there are not

ted to ask, are here

clergymen who.

would fail to find these hand-books
serviceable.

They

are bound

every

day

in a style uniform,

with the “Student’s Histories” which .these publishers have been engaged in issuing for several
years past, and which deserve a. place in. every

library.

greatest

pleasures are found in the love and care of
her husband, and. little ones; and would
that there were more good aunt Marys,

ready to relieve and cheer yéung moth-
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, Who was mote “famous ‘even than
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sportsman,

Claudius Gallus, made for Hippolytus d'Este-

dry birds sitting onthe tops of trees, which,
by hydraulic art and secret conveyance of
water through the trunks and branches of

the trees, were made to-sing and clap their
wings ;¥but at the sudden appearance of an
owl out of a bush of the same artifice, they
immedidtely became all mute and silent.
~World of Wonder.

those who have no special ‘interest in ‘the use of
the rifle and fowling-piece.
In its ‘way the book

is a thorough suecess.
be

eign Secretary of the" American Board of Commissioners
for Foreign missions. New York:

The author. of Adam Beds. Rid the Spanish
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The veteran Secretary has done a good service

in giving the results of his extended observas
‘tion, hislargé experigrice and ‘his coritinnous snd

of Boceacis into rhymé without

lending

pepper-

An artist named

Cardinal of Ferrara, representations of sun-

of an authority: throtigh' painstaking and pas,
tience, The book. tells everything that needs to
be known on the’ siihject, and not. a little of the
information given respecting the habits of various species of game 1s not without interést to
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contained in a
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pleasantly answered. The author fs ey ety’ “of which weregh
a thorough and ¢even an enthysiastic

‘dishes of

perfect and - complete’in
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Bogan weighed. bs pads

sympathy with his theology and protest against
| He
-three
much of his logic. He has written
an effective forty-three
story for the Atlantic Monthly, laying his prin| tO
eipal scenes in the chief watering-place of New the: ha’
England, and giving us ‘some ‘clioice bits of de dréw them

er assurance that anew book, belonging to this

theological

of

Queen Elizabeth
ot de a

steel and brass, all of whioh,

is morally

| sure of readers even among those who have ho

“Dr. Smith’s séivibes have been so nie, varied and valuable in the field of sacred literature,
that the Christian
public needs at lengthno oth-

many
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us Wentworth
«goed ana Co, 18

not-

Lindy representsa large class of women at
the present day,wewill thank God that there

tleman.

as ber’ oth. effect her.
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Gladstone and his work of disestablishment.
New York: I. Scott and Co.
?

ty. Edited by William Smith,L. L. D.,

his breath , quickly for a féw
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pe of

mor.
The burlesques are often full of genius,
and there are scenes that will readily suggest the

creation
to the return of the Jews from

Mary’s ¢ good words,” but, reader, if Helen

sponged,and then came the drying process,
which was less agreeable to the little gen-

A ouking onthe file one in. Mis. Osmonds

pnd

dissent from their statements and conclusions.
. Blackwood 'opehs with: George Eliot's new po-

and she laughs because I am not more fash-

ionable.”—

nice little shower bath, that made him catch

them he splashed the water with increased
vigor. The little ears wore carefully washod, the white, well-formed body faithfully

«« Ts mylittle rose-bud Ry she asked,
Tu N-no—only

The Messrs. H, also issue, in similar style,
THE DODGE CLUB; or Italy in 1869,—g reprint
of a'series of articles which originally appeared

fill this substantial publication, and are. always

‘There is little to: be donein the

way of cheapening literature

If babies are regularly fed, bathed and

down for a good time. - Tenderly she re.
little pink hands which were making ir- ‘moved the clothing, and plumped the little She does not enjoy her husband and child,
‘and dees nothing for their comfort. . How
2 'yégolat thrust ut Something in the. uir. Fis
“ Another caller ! dear me, what shall I | naked morsel of humanity ‘down ‘into the “sad that woman should be so. unwomanl
soft, tepid waters, just as the
happy mother" How dad that a selfish desire. to escape the
"do! ‘Coming
up stairs’ too—T will lecture
came
in,
with.
cheeks
glowing,
and
eyes arduous) ‘but sacred dutids’ of ‘maternity,
Bridget for sending—" The door was soft- dark and sparkling.
©
ly opened. *“W
aunt Mary! oh, I am
| aklould tempt tneto Plunge 1nto the deep en
dagk gulf o
6 god
0 30d the w
other {, ¢ Ah-ha, Mrs. Osmond, you have returns + of “unénding suffering—the
a
g brea We
100k ed justin time fo behold this beautiful ex- ‘erime;if indeed she does not fal inte a i
=
d the hibition!” and aunt Mary squeezed the cidal grave!” ©
We may not linger to hear, more of aung
©" ‘children
are sp fetal at] canncn find a spouge above baby's heed, giving him a

%

and ‘kittens; all liveand flourish without
bandages, .and for the race, we said we
would try the experiment ‘on one of the
human family.

comfortably dressed, and in a pure atmosphere, they will be quiet and bhealthy.—E.
going to any amusement, to come and tell .C. btanlon.
me—and she takes the liberty to come -up
stairs or indeed wherever I happen to be. |
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asi ia fearful and sublime, At length the 1 am tired of being your mocking-bird, and stories.
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toward them than American scholars. I
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is the wish of the Directors of the Society i
and least undersingular
most
the
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Une
London that Americans should form a sociwith
ety of their own, in friendly co-operation stood of the phenomena connected
with them, to adopt and carry forward some the agency of electricity is the formation
comdistinct department of this work. A letter of Water-Spouts. The evidence is is very
electricity
of
influence
the
that
plete
+ recently received ffom the Secretary of that
gyraSociety propounds this inquiry in the most largely concerned in these wonderful
not
friendly spirit. ¢* There is great need,” tions, but whether as cause or effect-is
he writes, * for a systematic investigation go clear, They are most frequently observinto the fauna, and flora, and the geology ed at sea, though sometimes they appear

of Palestine. Again, an accurate and com- in an imperfect form in lakes or small
plete map of the country is one of the chief bodies of water. And even on land, espewants of Bibical students ; and this can only cially in mountainous regions, a commotion

be obtained by the completion of the Trigonometrical Survey, for which many materidls have been collectedby Capt. Wilson, R.
E., and Lieut. Anderson
.R. E., at the cost of
our society, in the winter of 18656-6,and by
Lieut. Warren, R. E., in the ingerests of

his work at Jerusalem,
Such “a survey
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| each taking aseparate district of country,
and connecting their work with that of
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gradual concentration and
settling down of a mass of dark and ' heavy
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Capt. Wilson and Lieuts. Anderson and agitation of the water immediatity: beneath
Warren, on the one hand, and with the it. The mass of watér soon begins to show

a tendency to rise in a tumultuous heap
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to

marry me

you must

stop coming to see me. No mocking-bird
around the red-breast’s nest, you know.”
Robert took the hint, and, with a cool goodnight, walked home.

What should he care

fof a girl so rude as that? Good company
as herd elsewhere.
He would join the club
next day. He tried tosleep but couldn't.
He didn’t quite like the turn things had taken. The figure plagued him.
he was a
mocking-bird, who wag the red-breast that
he was keeping away from such a fitting
partner? ‘“ At any rate, one thing is certain, Edna is smart as she is pretty,” he
said to himself, ¢‘ and she means business.”
The next morning Robert went to the countIt was a long day. Business
ing-room.
Everybody was pre-occupihad dragged.
ed, hurried, cross. Things went wrong.
go home, only it wasn’t
He was glad to
home. He tooka book, but found himself
trying to read the coals inthe grate and
figures on the wall instead of the page. He
threw

himself on

the

lounge,

dreadfully dull. Fe stood
and then put on his hat and
to the widow Craigie’s. He
the door as usual, but Edna

but

it

was

it for a while,
walked down
stepped up to
was engaged.

Impurities of the Blood, Female

join say how much Tea he wants.

Complaints,Chronic Diarrhea,
Maladies of Children, &c.,

and amount plainly on a list, and

week, characterized by continuous hemorrhage
from the lungs, and much of suffering, found
our brother uncomplaining till the last.
He was
ready and anxious to be with his Redeemer, and
in that better land where pain.and sin disturb
no more.
The funeral services were held in the
house of God where our brother had so long been
seen an attentive worshiper.
The sermon was

known. The prompt and beneficial effects of Win.
chester’s Hypophosphites will both SURPRISE and
CHARM you
For sale by Druggists and Dealers in every city,
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Canadas.

from Psalms 17:15, a text of his own
crowded

and

deeply

sympathizing

selecting.

audience

attested the general conviction, that a good

man

had left us, Who
among
us shall henceforth
.
wear his falling mantle?
Mrs. KATE E., wife of James H. Hayden, of
South Newmarket, and daughter of Charles. and,
Eliza Dockum, died in Newmarket,
May 20
A few brief months of illness
of consumption,

thus take from the husband and from a daughter
of six summers, the wife and mother. Sister

Hayden desired to live lunger for the sake of her
family ; yet the gracious Saviour, whose name
shé took upon her at the early age of fifteen,when
uniting with the I, W. B, church in Newmarket,
fulfilled his promise: ** Lo, I am with you alway
even untothe end.” She was able to look composedly upon the summoning messenger, assur
ed that her home on high was awaiting her ar
rival. The husband, mother, brothers, sisters
and other friends will surely find, when seeking,
as itis both a privilege and a duty to seek, that
this bereavement hid a greatly beneficent mission in promoting their spiritual and eternal welfare.
Com.
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to Chictigo in a single week.
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heads.
the Gold in the Treasury, and predicted the rapid admires, I know elevates me in his regard, which
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In the Massachusetts State Senate, on Wednes- | a ipproach of the time when the working balances
I count a worthy object of ambition,
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[ bonds we still ha ve a Gold bala nce of One Hun- | es of enjoyment! With no knowledge of their Or dinar
28 @ 29
The ““ conscience fund” in the United States dred and Seven Millions. There is, besides, for | husbands’ doings, and no sympathy. with. their
D MIT STICS.
Shootings
and
Shirtings—
Treasury now amounts to over $80,000.
the ordinary operations of the Department, a) plans, it seems to me that they had missed their
Heavy
44.10) 8:16
Mediam 4-4...14 @ 16
Rust appearsin the wheat in the vicinity of Rich- | | Currency balance of Two Hundred and Forty- | greatest opportunity of conferring& haptfiness on
Drills,brown..16)s
8 11%
>
{ them.— Hearth aud Home,
mond, Va., and the crop will probably be reduced | eight Millions.
Print ‘Cloths... 74 @
estored,

San

Antonio,

Texas,

promises

to take half a

million dollarsin the stock -of the first railroad
that reaches
city. »
*

Over fifty

a point
new

within

bridges

thirty

to

miles

replace

ef the

temporary

bridges dn the Union Pacific Railroad, have been
built at Chicago, and shipped and put up this,
season, and new ones will be completed over the

whole line in sixty days.
Nearly one thousand men are now employed
on the St. Paul and Pacific Railroad, some of

whom

have been at work on the Union Pacific

road.

Cars are already running sixty miles west

of St. Paul, and the ties are out for ninety miles
further. The track is going down at the rate of
half a mile a day. It is expected that 160 miles of
the road will be completed before the snow flies.

Quite a- serious accident

occurred

to the rail,

. way train which left-Washington on Wednesday
last with President Grant and his party on board.

The train ran over a cow

near Annapolis

Junc-

tion,three cars were thrown from the track badly
smashed, and several passengers were severely
(one dangerously) wounded.
None of the President’s party were injured, although they were
thrown into some confusion by the shock.
The
President left New York Thursday afternoon on
the steamer Mary Powell for West Point.

FOREIGN,

The people

of

Newfoundland

will

this fall whether or not their province
come a part of the New Dominion.
A telescope valued at $25,000
mounted in Melbourne, Australia.

decide
shall

has just

bebeen

Mr. Burlingame spent $20,000 of the Emperor of China’s money on two balls in Paris.
The direct taxes in the Spanish

colonies

have

been reduced one-half, and a small export duty
on sugar, rum and tobaeco has been imposed.
Imprisonment for
Belgium.

debt has

been

abolished

in

In Japan the civil war goes on. The French
are said to be helping the rebels.
The Prince Imperial of France is pected in
England
on a visit to

the family

of the

Prince

of Wales.
A proclamation

has

been

issued

in

Shanghai

forbidding the Chinese there to salute visitors
whenever they meet then, with the ery of “foreign devils!” This has been their practice ever
since the Celestial empire has been open to stran-

gers.

©

The revenue of the Dominion of Canada for
the month of May was

$1,412,456, or

$807,734 in

excess of the expenditures,
The London journals still. continue to discuss

the Alabama claims and the relations between
Great Britain and - United States.
Zhe Daily
+ te
News
that Minister Motley will assist
the treaty that was recently re-

490,000,000

FIGURES. - It

gallons

is estimated that

of alchoholic

liquors

drank the past year in tliis country.

were

We

have

aboat 500, 000 paupers in tkis*country, made such
by intemperance, and the cost of their support
amounts annually to $35,000,000. The expense
to the United States on account of crimes committed under the influence of rum is estimated at
$40,000,000 a year, while that consequent upon

insanity, more than

one-half of which has been

proved to be chargeable to this cause, is $12,000,000. To these amounts, and the cost of liguor, about 1,088,000,000, add the value of the
grain, sugar, and property destroyed, with the

labor lost and sickness in hospitals, and we find
the annual amount expended in
for the curse to be $1,650,000,000.

this

country

ting.
work

Your husband would think it hard to
so steadily at all hours: and, in conse-

quence of their

hours of rest, men do not

grow old so fast as women.

—

All England and
I1felnd are in & ferment
again over the Irish pion Disestablishment
Bill, a large majority of the House of Peers

having determined not: to defend the measure,
BO

Ban

fe

}

Ii 0 ts bo da
p

J

ond reading of
arsto be mo fear on
partying the . meas-

EERE el BE

often

frailest sex

work the most incessantly, and the work is more
arduous when there are but one or two little

ones than when the family

becomes

MR. JOHNSON has made another speech—the
greatest of his life, as the enthusiastic Southern
journals assure us. We felt sure of as much She must constantly improve if she would be
when we read the first dispatch about it, for on what she should be, by no means considering edthat authority we learned that it took “about the ucation finished when she becomes married.”
same views as in his previous speeches.” Mean- — Household Advocate.
while, our
other Johnson has returned safe !
and sound from his dinings on a foreign shore. |
We are not advised, strange to say, that he made |
any speech at all; though, as to the dinner, we
—
Yr W—
need no advices, to add to the thorough informa- |
To have your fields well dressed, you must
tion about that which everybody has in advance. | sow as large a breadth as possible. A grain of
THE FOLLOWING extracts from a lecture recent- || foresight in this- matter will insure a sight of
ly delivered by Father Ryan in Atlanta, Georgia, grain at harvest.

Hints to Farmers.

before an enthusiastic audience, will be of some
interest to Northern readers.
The speech was
specially reported for the Methodist Advocate.
“They tell us to forget the past; to let bygones |
be bygones.
But we cannot, we must not, we
will not. There are too many ruins to remind
us, too many graves over our land, in the valley,
in the shade of the wood, and around us to let it

be forgotten. The future will
hopes of the past. There are
again be proud to wear the gray,
battle for the cause of the South,
Shall they drag

us

away

yet bring the
those who will
and go forth to
* * *

from the

grave of the

‘Lost Cause? No! We will yét meet to worship
there, That cause is not desd; it only sleeps.
Its Easter Suiday morning will come. It wil]

* A man may

fleece his sheep, but

not his

land.

The farmer’s game is “give and take,”
It is not a lazy farmer who takes to his bed in
the morning and stays till night—if the bed is in
his garden.
Ploughshares are the best investment—the dividends are sure in fall.
Fawning is not commendable; but there is no
objection to currying favor with one’s cattle.
The best motto for dealing in stock hay is—never sell short,

The boys are

the fathers to the men that-are to be.”

over the previous year, and ofthe bituminous
coal, 18,000,000 tons. The product of the oil regions was 8,715,741 barrels, valued at $37,000,000.

In 1859, they produced
and

in

ten

82,000 barrels; in 1861,
years,

23,040,083

come

up

to the

scratch, if the

farmer don’t.

THE MOST PRECIOUS MINERAL. The product of the anthracite coal fields of Pennsylvania
for 1868 was 13,674,257 tons— a large increase

2,108,600;

~—the fowls will

barrels,

The product of pig iron was 872,825 tons; from
forges and bloomeries, 32,164 tons; rails, 253,380
tons; manufactured iron, 265,821 tons; valued at
$68,000,000, The aggregate value of the coal, pe-

Fences should be looked to.

Defense of the

crops is often staked on a single post.

Raise all you can,

Ifyou

can raise the mort-

gage on your farm, so much
the better,
Thorough cultivation is essential; the more
harrow-in pains you take the better
1
off you will
be in the end.
It is better to

spend

an

hour

doors and gates than in hanging

hanging

round

loose

taverns

and stores.

It is also better to whitewash your own walls
troleum, and iron for 1868 was $195,000,000, show- ‘than to blacken your neighbor’s character.
, Dull days may be spent in practicing dentistry
ing that the mineral wealth of Pennsylvania is
almost treble the value of the yield of the pre- on your rakes and harrows,
If any one chews, let him spend’ his tobaccocious metals in the United States,
ANOTHER IMPORTANT

ENTERPRISE,

In

con-|

money for the benefit of the

way comes the news of the progress made by the
East India Telegraph Company in coupling Can-

ton with Calcutta, London and New York,

By

the end of the year, as the sanguine American
conductors of the enterprise give usto
undertand, the line will be completed. San Francis
co will, then get her news from China east, and

ln

in

the

calves,
A little soot from the chimney ‘will suit the ear-

ly cucumbers

cial Bulletin,

and

nonsuit the

bugs.—Commer|
|

Farming isa trade, and a man has to learn it,
however much he may know; the knowledge
must be applied and made the man’s business,
her ships west ; will transmit orders for teas and He cannot learn it in aday, but must expect to
silks threesfourthis of the way around the globe improve constantly. A good understanding is a
in a moment, and will receive shipments from joer good basis to begin with—it is rearing a superstructure on a good foundation.
an opposite direction in little over a fortnight.
fl
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lower rates than those of any other manufacturer.
The aggregate of profit is the end kept in view—not

16
17

the profit on any single watch. And, acting on this
principle, with reduced cost of production and an
ever-widening demand, our watches are offered at
prices considerably below the watches of other American makers, comparing quality with quality. Our
annual manufacture is double that of all other makers in this country combined, and much larger than
{ the entire manufacture of England.
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| acting class of watch-wearers, and the presence of
over 400,000 Waltham Watches in the pockets of the
people is the best proof of ta® public approval, and
must be accepted as conclusive of their superiority
by discriminating watch-buyers, especially so since
the important matter of price is also very greatly in
favor, being at least twenty-five
quality for quality, than those

@

An illustrated description of the Watches made by
the American Watch Company of Waltham, will be
sent to any address on application:
In addition to a description
pamphlet contains much
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CERES
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Mrs Childs,

Woodstock, Conn., cancer

‘which was removed in a few minutes with the can.
cer plaster. This lady is 73 years old; the cancer
was very bad, having been aggravated by former
treatment, but she bore the operation remarkably
well and has good prospects of entire recovery. Mr,
J. Q. Greene, Bristol, R. I, is also under treatment
for a very malignant cancer, involving the nose, face

and lips.

Mr. Moses Brown, Ossipee, N. H., had a

large scirrhous tumor on the hand removed. Mr, A.
Sargent, Canterbury, N. I, Mrs, H. E. Go don, 8a.
lem, Mass., Mrs, J. A. Rich, Truro, Mass., Mrs. Susan Lewis, Lynn, Mass., all have had cadcers removed, with every prospect of a permanent cure.
In addition to these, are many less important cases
of cancer, and large numbers afflicted with other
chronic diseases—Scrofula, Catarrh in all stages,
Dyspepsia, Consumption, Diseases peculiar to Fe.
males,

&c., &c.

What is most important in the cores being effected
every day at the Institute,is that they are permanent,
as is well shown in the many cases ireated daring

the period of twenty-five yeard; ard are now perfect-

Jy well,
REFERENCES.
Winchendon, iass., March 15, 1869,
DR. GREENE, ~Dear Sir—You are justly entitled
to the following
certification of facts respecting
yo treatment of two cases ot Cancer.
wife's mother, Mrs, Lucy Childs, of Cotuitape
Cod, Mass. ua under the care of Dr.
pore, Cn Boston, for
ter
part of the
oars
1865 i
1866.
Her aflic on was
then Salled 8 imply
a sore upon the breast.” Dr. Basto
no
name for the disease, and under his
the
dicease spread rap ialy 80 much so that friends of
Mee, Childe Jolt hat other advice should 38. Jaken,
ov.
ay, of
Boston, was consulted, an
on examination he.pao nounced i org Al Cancer
vi-ed
its im- of the
the most ** malignant
edixte removal with a ale The
rhe a Tiida this
i: Mrs. Childs went to Massachusetts General
Hos ital and submitted to a surgical operation by
ay.
Dine S peration was skillfully performed—ihe treat.
ment and attention after it were kind; but the disease was not removed. June, 1867, 1 visited Dr. Gay
with her and after an examination he afifmed that
another o
tion wonld be Jecessary, an d advised
that it be
immediate. After leaving the office of Dr.
Gay I entered3 my
ny Protest against Jay mTore of purely surgical o,
in her case, an
der my di.
rection you were
ere visited and (consulted, i the case
submitted to your treat
That anh
hi Mss. Chas
Ch
and her large Siysle of
friends Ra.
successful,and to-day
she is wel
Sh
ri i happy and
a
raietu, and
our ab
a firm believer mn
You, sir, have her fall Is.
and ry a.
ment of facts is made by me on her very earnest solicitation.
II. In 18%4 you Iomoved 8 rididly-developing, Jump
ing, cutting, stinging fete
m my Yight be
temple,
and it stays removed. You remember my case,
Soubliees and a dificult one it proved to be. 1am
carrying your mark, but it is in no way an offensive
one.
Iam fully convinced that you do cure Cancers
and I do most emphatically recommend all in affliction from them to submit Urmatives to your rational,
vigorous and effective trea tmen!
Yours with best wishes

WILLIAM W. ASHLEY,

Pastor of the Baptist Church,
No. 7 Ashland Street, Nouburyport, Mass, March
Thirteen years ago
ous swelling of the
nine months. I had
without any benefit,
en up

a'l

29,

I Ps "aMicted with a cancerbreast and under the arm for
the most skillful doctors here
and was so reduced I had

hopes of getting

better.

to

I went

A]

Greene, and it was only about six weeks after I was
reeive
under his treatment that I could scarcel
well
any of the bunches. I have been p:riec
bad or
since then, I have known of many cases as
worse than mine that he has entirely cured: His
mode of treatment is very m i8
CO. IP. MERE.

Mavy of our patients affected with Cancer are
cured, as in the case of Mrs, Merrill, by thoroughly
cleansing the blood, without resorting to an operation. We could fill a volume with similar letteis not
only of cures of Cancer,but all chronic diseases,
y
Dr

ONS.

1%
4 00

from face.

from forchead. Mrs. Wm. Frost, Norway, Me, cancer from face. Mrs. John Wiiipplo; Amesbury, Mass. ;
has had a cancer of the most malignant iyyeé removed, and although very delieate in héalth is rapidly
recovéring, snd will soon join her family circle. free
from the harassing thought of being a victim of
this deadly d sease. Oz Monday, Mrs. Capt, Crock.
ett, Deer Island, Me., and a lady residing in Boston,
.each had a cancer removed from the breast and are
doing well. Mrs. Emily Phelps, Winsdor, Conn.,
had a cancer on the nose of twenty years’ standing,

to

A

1

12t24

All communications shoul
R. GREENE, 84 Temple Plgle,
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AMERICAN COMMERCIAL LAW;

MR. have Just issued in connection with BlGLOW
MAIN,

New York, a new

to

States of the Union.

BY FRANKLIN CHAMBERLIN,
Of the United States Bar,
This is the Of
entirely new Book of the kind
ublished for many rind Itis proppared by an able,
RACUTICAL LAY YER, specially fitted ‘for the
work by an extensive practice of twenty-five
years,
'he Forms are plain, concise, and free from all ver.
and useless
repetitions ; while for aceuracy and

complete adaptation to the wants of the People,no

other work can at all compare with it,
0 Farmers, Merchants, Ronan, Manufacturos; and to business men generally, and to all youn
Jon, 0, It
it isis &invaluable, Send for circulars and fu

& CO., Publishers, Hartford, Con;

SABBATH “SCHOOL BOOKS,
NEW ENGLAND.

Wanted!

anew) Law Book for Business Men ::

i S58

BOOKSTORE.
We have constantly on hand a large and choice variety of

and Sabbath school requisites,and on as good i
as can be found in

§t., Boston,

WITH
Full Tostructions and Practical Forms filepted
every kind of Bus'nese, and to all the

School

Sunday

PLUMMER & WILDER,
5% &

adressed to PR:
Boston, Mass.

1124

=,
RENOWNED”

ted t
S. li Sowing is

M AC H | N

names-and post office address,

Agents,
168 Washington St. Boston.
“WORLD

By order of the Board
Medical
Greene's

thereby confer n favor upon them Uy sending

ROBBINS, APPLETON & CO.
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New ares ,.80
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MAarrow.ecaes
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other useful information

watch-buyers.
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of the watches,

from the breast and under the arm, Mr. Enoch Hunt,
from Missouri, has had removed a large rose cancer

Managers of the Imstitute
Man
of
descriptive
Pamphlet,
proper
treatment, will be
| diseases
and their
The symptoms of the Vasent free to invalids,
AS THESE
WATCHES
ARE
FOR
SALE BY
rious diseases deseribed are so plainly stated that
ALL
RESPECTABLE
JEWELERS,
THE
persons affected can determine the nature of their
complaint, and Rive a written statement that will
COMPANY, DECLINE ALL OR| engble Dr. Greene, in all ordinary cases, to prescribe
the proper remedies, thus affording to persons not
DERS
FOR SINGLE
wishing to come to the Institute the advantage of hus
WATCHES.
treatment at a very emall expense.
Those having knowledge ofpersons affected with
any chronic disease who may require medical advice can supply them with this valuable book, and
For facts and all other information, address
their
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experience

The various styles of these watches have under,
gone the severest trials in the service of Railway En-
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work,

These constant efforts to perfect in all ways, and
by all means,both the machinery of the factory and
the construction of our watches, have placed within
our means the production of a greater variety in
grade and finish than other American makers have
attempted. Inthe manufacture of very fine watches
we have no competitor in the United States and only
very few in Europe.

@ 12%
@.. «.
@evane

crush ..14 8 15%

@ 48}

of our

be novices, Time and
which combines the
strength of practical
artisans whose efli-

be alone suflicient to secure for Waltham its high position. Among other tributary causes, may be stated the readiness with which each succeeding invention and improvement has been tested, and if approved, adopted. We are always ready to examine whatever experience or art, or skill may suggest, but we
adopt nothing until experiments have demonstrated
its excellence. In pursuance of this rule, we have
brought to our aid all the mechanical improvements
and valuable: ifiVentions of the last fifteen years,
whether home or foreign in their origin. We have
thus acquired the exclusive possession: of the best
and most valuable improvements now known in connection with watch-making, and secured for the
Waltham factory a force and completeness not shared by any similar establishments in the world.
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Our artisans long ago ceased to
effort, under a superintendence
subtleties of science with the
skill, have produced a body of
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Bat we assert for the Waltham Watches more than
a general superiorityg« Their advantages, in respect
of quality and price,over English and Swiss watches,
are not more marked than are their advantages over
the products of other American manufactories. These
arc positive in their character, and are the natural
consequences of the precedence we acquired in the
trade, and the proportions to which our manufactory
has attained. No industrial law is better established
than that which cheapens the cost of an article in
proportion to the magnitude of its production. The
extent of our establishment—the combination of
skilled labor on an extensive scale, swith machinery
perfect arid ample—enables us to offer watches at
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It is sheer nonsense to shear sheep too early;
take off your own and your flock’s overcoats at

about the same time,
Now isthe time for the farmer to mend his
live again. It does live deep down in the heart of ‘ways—highways and byways.
the true and brave. * * Some little boys love
Kitchen-gardens should be under picket-guard
to be called little Southern rebels,
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Ginghams... ATE

oa

.

@.
8 in
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larger, and

some are old enoughto assist the mother. If
you do not love reading, still practice it till you
do loveit; and you will become interested. In
addition to the Bible, which we hope no mother
will neglect, let valuable books be read when
they can be; but for those who have as little
time as the housewife, newspapers
and magazines must form the staple reading, as the short
articles and items are well adapted to the spare
moments that can be snatched, here and there.
Woman must be intelligent, if she would win
both respect and love from husband and children.

Fngian The Standapd felicirates Mr. Motley on his rnoction with the completion of the Pucitic Rail { back huir of bis colts and

recent speecties, and hopes that England will
be able to reciprocate his sentiments.

The

“20
21

longer

scribing the result of two months’ close observation
at the various manufactories in the United States,
remarks in reference to Waltham:
On leaving the
factory, I felt that the manufacture of watches on
the old plan was gone.’ Other foreign makers,
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and sent to San Francisco, while a common
wooden tie was substituted, and the * last rail”
secured to it by a common iron spike.
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month of

®

be low, lumber could not be flented down, and
Ra
a.
navigation would be impossible.
These fears
As ageneral thing American women. have to
have.been justified, and there is hardly any wawork teo hard during a certain part of their
C. C. Andrews was, on Saturday, appointed ter in the rivers, But even in this state of af- lives. Not that they should be idle or have nothfairs there is a compensation.
One; of the’ Ore- ing to do, but they should never overwork if
Minister to Stockholm,
vice General Bartlett,
John 8. Carlile was nominated to this place by gon papers calls attention to the fact that river | they would have their children of a high order,
the President during March, but was rejected by mibing will be easier and more profitable than Mrs. JosephineC. Batemsn, of Painesville, Ohio,
the Senate.
Mr. Andrews ran for Congress as for many years past.
It is along time since such in speaking on this subject, in the Ohio Farmer yi
an independent Reptulbftican against Donnelly, in “diggings” were practicable at all, and the aceu- thus discourses :
Minnesota, last November,
mulation of years is to be procured with almost
“The causes of this too early decay of mothers
no labor. Sixteen years ago the low bars on the | | and neglect from children lie, we think, far back,
Accounts from all parts of Minnesota say, corn
will generally have to be replanted, the cold and Rogue River yielded. from ten to_ twenty dollars commencing in the anxious, overburdened young
This kind of gold- | mocher.
‘We understand your position, sisters;
wet weather baving rotted the seed already in | aday with a single rocker.
seekingis the simplest, easiest, and prosecuted | you love your husbands, and you feel that their
the ground. The scason is fine for wheat.
| with the smallest outlay for machinery of any | interest is yours also; you are anxious to help to
The number of sheep in Ohio in 1868 was
process, but the opportunities seldom occur.
| to economize, as far as possible, and, at the,same
7,689,845, producing not less than 30,000,000 lbs.
THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL has decided that || time, desirous of gratifying your husband’s fasof wool,
The farmers in Ohio in 1865-6 lost in
military commanders in the unreconstructed | vidious tastes; so you hire no help, (for you realkilled and injured 96,251 sheep by dogs, which
{ly cannot afford it,) yet the house must be the
were valued at $283,697.45.
The
number of States have power to take prisoners from the |
perfection of neatness, the table must be abuncivil
authorities
and
order
their
trial
by
amilitadogs in 1866 was 174,909, making the loss for the
dantly, if not daintily, spread; the babe must be
two years per dog $1.62, a sum sufficient to de- ry commission.
cared for, and as well dressed, too, as any of
fray the expenses of nearly three hundred famiIT 1s anticipated at the Treasury Department
your neighbors’ children; and, in fact, you are
lies at an annual cost of $1000 each.
that the June statement will show a reduction of
as healthy and-as smart as your acquaintances,
the public debt during the current month of over
The liquor bill passed the Massachusetts House
and many of them do all this, so you will. Soon
of Representatives last Wednesday, by a vote of thirteen million dollars, and atthe same time | there is another child, and then another, and still
Secretary
Boutwell
will
have
as
much
gold
on
152 to 67, as it came from the Senate.
It is subyou strain every nerve to do all the work withhand as he had atthe commencement of the
stantially the old Prohibitory
law, with the
out help. You have no time for reading or for
month.
The gold speculators of New York will
exemption of the sale of cider.
Several amendrejt; you forget the future, and do not ask what
find this rather an uncomfortable “nut to crack,”
ments were offered in the House, but they were
will be the end of all this.
Your husband too,
all voted down.
The bill will undoubtedly be and the people will find in it additional evidence
admires your industry, and forgets that the time
of the benefit the
nation has sustained bya
signed by the Governor, and will become the law
will.come, when he lays aside most of his active
change of administration in that department.
of the State.
! labors, that he will want that in you he cannot
A TRAVELER says that if he were asked to de- find—an intelligent companion. You forget that
Since Gen. Granthas been in the presidential
scribe the first sensation of a camel-ride,he would you will soon be distanced by your children in
chair he has granted five pardons—two to persons
convicted of passing counterfeit money, who are say : Take a music-stool, and,having wound it up the acquisition of knowledge and they will be
as high as it will 80, put itin a cart without sure to make the sad discovery that mother is
shown not to have been guilty of any criminal
intent, and the others to persons who had com- ‘springs, get on top,and next drive the cart trans- ‘more ignorant than they; and, with this discov- |
versely across a plowed ‘field, and then you ery, generally comes the loss of respect for her
mitted offenses against the revenue laws.
~
will form some notion of the terror and uncer- judgment and opinions.” Women seldom rest,
Almost immediately after the silver-bound tie
was laid and the golden spikes driven in the tainty you would experience the first time you except for a few hours at night ; yet they need it,
and should take pains to secure it. Itis not
Pacific railroad, they were quietly taken up again, mounted a camel.
wasting time to rock and read, without the knitdeposited with Nevada’s silver hammer in a car
the

Illinois has had a very malignant cancer removed

we assign to them.

contested.
An English watch-maker,in a recent lecture before the Horologicgl Institute of London, de-
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Place. Boston.

B. RUSSELL, £SQ., PRESIDENT,
C. D. HENDRICKSON, M. D., SECRETARY.
Board of Managers.

Manufactory may be not im.
erly préfaced with a
brief mention of the considefations which induce us
te press them upon the attention of intelligent watehbuyers.
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OREGON MOURNED last winter overithe Tack |
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A record of the watches produced at the Waltham.

objects which

MEDICAL INSTITUTE,

transpirations; nilre or saltpeter is generated,
. Wa R. WiuBUR,
GEO. JOHNSON, JR.
F REDERIOK SPOOR,
C.D. HENDRICKSON,
and this is greatly accelerated if the building is
R..GREENE, M, D., Super intending Physician.
octupied by animals, especially by. the
horse.
Fifteen years’ successful experience justifies us in
This soil is of great value in compost, and will’
The officers of thig Institution wish to call attenclaiming for the Waltham Watehes pecnliarities of
well and amply repay the farmer for removing
tion of inyalids to the fifet that this'is the largest and
excellence which place them above all foreign rivalry.
and applying it to his soil. In compost,it is
most complete institution of the kind in this coun ry.
The system which governs their construction is their ] The Medical Department lias been superintendea for
highly useful, .As a top dressing, few articles
are more eflicient; and when applied in sufficient most obvious source of merit. The substitution of wore than twenty yéars by that veteran practitioner,
quantities’ to all light soils, and in conjunction machinery for hand labor jas been followed not only Dr. R. GREENE, with a success, we believe, unparalleled in the annals of medical praetice,
with lime or wood ashes, it acts with great vigor,
by greater simplicity, but bye precision in detail,
That this Institution enjoys the confidence of the
and secures most healthy and luxuriant growth.
and aceuracy and uniformity in their time keeping
public is shown by the great number of invalids from
3
all parts of the country who avail themselves of Hg
qualities, which by the old methéds of manufacture
advantages, Several hundred cases are constantly
are
unattainable.
(
: The Markets.
under treatment. Of those now at The Institute may
be noticed :
’
The application of machinery to watch-making has,
Mrs. E izabeth Merrill, Catterbiliy, N. H.,who' ligs
in fact, wrought a revolution in themain features of
BosTON WHOLESALE PRICES,
1ad a cancer removed from’ the face, The cancer
the bust ness. In conjunction with enlarged power of was déep, but was removed in § few minutes by Dr.
For the week ending, June 9, 1869,
prod uction, it has enabled us to secure the smoothness. Greene's plasters The lady is 86 years: old, yet has
MOLASSES,
CAN hL ES.
50
well founded hopes of passing the remainder
of
Moulds.
so
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and certainty of movement which proceéd from the
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00"
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practice of hiy profession, as a physician and surgeon, I have a feel ing interest in all his patients,

| whether. high or low, rich or poor.
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the first Post lasted seventeen years, and the oth-
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in the ground, the other butt end in the ground;

has been my fortune to sce many farmers’
who had no sympathy with their husbands’
the increase to the income
of the Prince:
vocation, and who always seemed envious of the
Wales, which
the
Prince ‘wants to. get, buti
position of the wives of merchants and profession.
which the government do not like to ask of Par
al men.
Nothing, to nty mind, more secures a
setil led by the Queen rll
liament, has been
{ farmer’s love ang ‘confidendd than a wife who can
i
£40,000 out {enter’ into the spirit of his plans,
Itis my forly, we should
2 tune to be the wife of a professional man, as well
Qc 10 en
“hs as

say

I
ney; and if the Prince must vie- |
more natural that his |
tion to ‘carry out the provisions of the law, that | timize somebod iy, it is
forbid custom house officers to receive presents | mother should me et the demand than th at it |
should be visited on tlie nation,
from importers and merchants.
{
Secretary

an.

the harmony |

A bill was to be presented in the Cox

English papers

{

San

interrupted

creating Marshal Serrano regent of the re: Te

{
In seven counties of Kentucky NO person pays {
|
an income tax.
A gentleman

and nothing

{ of the proceedings
The republics an deputies, |
it was observed, abstained from participating od

Ington purchasing atms, and pachinely for their

ranch of 130,000 acres

| Rati an il sie.”

a checked,

JUNE 16, 1869. -

le tosh

new 8panish constitution Was promulgated |
[in Madridrec cently with great pomp. A street
| panic, octured during the day; but was quickly

Gen. Grant says, * Office-seeking is fast‘heeoming one of the industries of the country.” '

manu{acture, for his goVérnnient,
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